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QNA
PHNOM PENH

QATAR has signed the in-
strument of accession to the 
Treaty of Amity and Coopera-
tion in Southeast Asia (TAC) 
of the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN), on the 
sidelines of the 55th ASEAN 
Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs HE 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul-
rahman Al Thani, who headed 
Qatar’s delegation at the con-

ference, signed the treaty
Qatar’s accession to the 

treaty stems from the common 
will and desire to create a safe 
and stable area for societies to 
achieve sustainable economic 

development and common 
prosperity, in addition, to cre-
ating a common unity among 
peoples based on diversity and 
acceptance of the other.

Qatar’s relations with the 
ASEAN countries are of para-
mount importance to consoli-
dating cooperation in various 
fields, supporting all efforts to 
enhance regional and interna-
tional peace and security, and 
paying attention to developing 
relations and joint coopera-
tion with the Asian continent in 
general, and with the ASEAN in 
particular.

Qatar signs instrument of 
accession to ASEAN Treaty 
of Amity and Cooperation

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani at 
the 55th ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, on Wednesday.

QNA
DOHA

Qatar has welcomed the 
United Nations announce-
ment of a truce extension 
in Yemen for another two 
months.

The Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs expressed Qatar’s 
hope that the truce exten-
sion would pave the way 
for an expanded armistice 
agreement and the re-
sumption of the political 
process, in order to reach 
a just and sustainable 
peace that fulfills the 
aspirations of the brotherly 
Yemeni people for security 
and development.

The ministry expressed 
Qatar’s appreciation for the 
continuous efforts exerted 
by the United Nations to 
achieve sustainable peace 
in Yemen.  It also renewed 
its position calling for 
resolving the Yemeni crisis 
based on the GCC Initiative 
and relevant Security Coun-
cil resolutions, especially 
Resolution No 2216.

Qatar welcomes 
Yemen truce 

extension Qatar 2022 to leave  
a transformational 
legacy: Al Thawadi

QNA
BIRMINGHAM 

HOSTING the FIFA World 
Cup will deliver a transform-
ative legacy for Qatar, Secre-
tary General of the Supreme 
Committee for Delivery & 
Legacy (SC) Hassan Al Tha-
wadi has reiterated.

Al Thawadi was the key-
note speaker during a Com-
monwealth Nations meeting 
in the UK. The event was 
held on the sidelines of the 
Birmingham 2022 Com-
monwealth Games.

“The power of this tour-
nament as a force for a trans-
formative legacy has always 
been our guiding light,” said 
Al Thawadi. 

“For us, this tournament 
has always represented far 
more than a month of foot-
ball. We committed to ensur-
ing that this World Cup leaves 
a truly transformational so-
cial, human, economic and 
environmental legacy, and is 
remembered as a landmark 
moment in the history of our 
region,” he said.

After detailing Qatar’s 
readiness to host the tourna-
ment, Al Thawadi described 
the FIFA World Cup as the 

biggest sporting event ever 
to be held in the Middle East 
and Arab world.

“Over decades, hundreds 
of millions of ardent fans 
have watched history unfold 
in World Cups in every re-
gion of the world. This time 
it’s our turn to have history 
created on our land. It’s our 
opportunity to showcase 
the Arab world and Middle 
East to the population of the 
world through a new and re-
freshed lens.” 

Every legacy project 
associated with the FIFA 
World Cup complemented 
the ambitions of Qatar Na-

tional Vision 2030, said Al 
Thawadi.

“Across different sec-
tors, the country is work-
ing tirelessly to develop a 
knowledge-based economy 
— reducing the reliance on 
hydrocarbons and support-
ing Qatar’s social, economic 
and environmental journey 
— and the World Cup is a 
vital catalyst for accelerating 
that vision.”

The tournament will 
get under way in just over 
100 days’ time — on No-
vember 21. 

The power of 
this tournament 
as a force for a 

transformative legacy has 
always been our guiding 
light.”
—Hassan Al Thawadi,  
SC Secretary General

Qatar’s accession to the 
treaty stems from the 
common will and desire to 
create a safe and stable 
area for societies to 
achieve sustainable eco-
nomic development and 
common prosperity

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

THE world football governing body, FIFA, 
has said that if people who have bought 
World Cup Qatar 2022 tickets cannot at-
tend the matches, they are allowed to put 
their tickets up for sale on its official resale 
platform. The resale platform opened on 
August 2 and will be active until 12pm, Au-
gust 16, 2022.

Members of the general public inter-
ested in purchasing tickets made available 
in the FIFA Official Ticket Resale Platform, 
may check the links below to see the tickets 
available:

The Official Ticket Resale Platform pro-
vides an opportunity for an original pur-
chaser of a ticket purchased in accordance 
with the Online Ticket Terms of Sale for 
General Public (including a purchaser of a 
ticket on the Resale Platform) to obtain a 
refund of a portion of the price they paid 
for any such ticket that they no longer wish 
to use for themselves or a guest, subject to 
FIFA Ticketing being able to resell the tick-
et to a resale ticket purchaser.

Qatar 2022 FIFA 
World Cup ticket 
resale window 
open until Aug 16

Qatar Post launches COVID-19  
stamps to honour frontline warriors

QATAR Postal Services 
Company (Qatar Post) has is-
sued a set of special-edition 
COVID-19 postage stamps in 
honour of all frontline work-
ers, such as medical and 
health care staff, police and 
military personnel, and postal 
workers, who provided their 
essential services to the 
community members during 
the global pandemic (COV-
ID-19) crisis. 

This comes as part of 
Qatar Post’s efforts to moni-
tor and document historical 
events and highlight Qatar’s 
key achievements in addition 
to important and national oc-

casions, as postage stamps 
are one of the rapidly spread-
ing means of communication.

The COVID-19 stamps set 
consists of two stamps worth 
QR7 and an envelope for the 
first day issue at QR8, and 

the folder itself will be sold 
to the public for QR70. There 
are currently 10,000 stamps 
and 1,000 envelopes printed 
and ready for purchase. This 
set is available at all branch-
es across Qatar. PAGE 4

SATYENDRA PATHAK
DOHA

Qatar’s GDP outlook for 2022 is upbeat as el-
evated energy prices will be a key growth driver 
for the country’s economy, FocusEconomics 
said in a report released on Wednesday.

Moreover, the report said, the non-energy sec-
tor will record strong growth, given the reduced 
impact of the pandemic and the upcoming FIFA 
World Cup. Increased trade with the Arab Quartet 
will also be a contributor, it added.

FocusEconomics panellists see a 4.5 per-
cent rise in GDP during 2022, which is up 0.1 
percentage points from last month’s forecast, 

and 2.8 percent growth in 2023.
After a 2.5 percent expansion in year-on-

year terms in the first quarter of 2022, the 
report said, Qatar’s economy likely picked up 
steam in the second quarter.

“The private-sector PMI was at a record 
high in May–June thanks to strong expansions 
in output and new orders. What’s more, tourism 
continued to boost local activity, with visitor 
arrivals rising 869 percent year on year in May,” 
it said. 

“Higher oil and gas prices have buoyed 
government coffers and supported the external 
sector. The trade surplus in the second quarter 
was the largest since 2014. The picture in the 
energy sector was more mixed. LNG production 
has been held back this year by maintenance 
work at some facilities, despite European 
countries’ interest in boosting gas imports from 
Qatar,” it said. PAGE 8

Qatar’s GDP likely to grow 4.5% in 2022: Report

QNA
DOHA

THE Ministry of Labour had detected 
473 violations in July 2022 
during intensive inspection 
campaigns to monitor the 
extent to which establish-
ments comply with the laws 
and ministerial decisions 
concerned with regulating 
the labour market in the 
country.

The ministry carried out 
3,693 inspection visits in 
various regions of the country. This 
came in the monthly statistical bul-
letin for the month of July 2issued by 
the Ministry of Labour.

The bulletin added that the La-

bour Relations Department received 
2,232 complaints from the facility’s 
workers against the facility, of which 
211 were settled, and 827 complaints 

were referred to the labour 
dispute settlement commit-
tees, leaving approximately 
1,194 complaints under the 
procedure.

With regard to the labour 
dispute settlement commit-
tees and the 827 cases referred 
to them, the bulletin indicated 
that the total number of deci-
sions issued by them amount-

ed to about 318 cases, and the total deci-
sions that are still under the procedure 
amounted to about 466 cases.

Ministry of Labour detects 
over 450 violations in July

Continued on page 2 

Continued on page 2 

HAMAD International Airport 
(HIA) has recorded an 
increase in the movement 
of its passengers during the 
second quarter of 2022, 
serving over 8.42 million 
passengers in Q2, display-
ing the ongoing momentum 
of air traffic recovery. HIA 
served a total of 2.5 mn 
passengers in April, 2.8 mn 
passengers in May and 3.1 
mn passengers in June. The 
average monthly passenger 
throughput for Q2 2022 in-
dicates that travel between 
Qatar and the rest of the 
world has risen significantly, 
showing an 18% increase in 
comparison to the first quar-
ter of this year. PAGE 16

HIA serves more
than 8.42 million 
passengers in Q2
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Ministry conducts 
34 inspections on 
recruitment offices
IN terms of inspection vis-
its to recruitment offices, the 
statistical bulletin showed the 
ministry carried out as many 
as 34 inspection rounds re-
sulting in sending alerts to 
seven offices.

The bulletin showed that 
the ministry received about 
4,692 new recruitment re-
quests, of which 2,680 were 
approved and 2012 were re-

jected. The total number of 
requests to modify the profes-
sion was about 3,422 of which 
2,641 were approved and 781 
requests were rejected.

The number of requests 
for work permits submitted 
to the ministry during the 
month of July was about 822, 
including 287 requests to re-
new the permit, 379 requests 
to issue a new permit, and 156 
requests to cancel issued per-
mits.

Secretary-General of Ministry of Foreign Affairs HE Dr Ahmed bin Hassan Al Hammadi received copies of credentials of Ambassador of Cyprus HE Nicholas Manolis and Ambas-
sador of Spain HE Javier Carbajosa Sanchez on Wednesday. The secretary-general of Ministry of Foreign Affairs wished the two ambassadors success in the performance of their 
duties, assuring them of all support to upgrade bilateral relations between Qatar and their countries to higher levels in various fields. (QNA)

HAMMADI RECEIVES CREDENTIALS OF CYPRUS, SPAIN AMBASSADORS

CMU-Q receives new grants for AI 
research into key areas for Qatar
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

CARNEGIE Mellon University 
in Qatar (CMU-Q), a Qatar 
Foundation partner univer-
sity, will be using expertise in 
artificial intelligence (AI) to 
address the priorities of food 
sustainability, energy sustain-
ability and Arabic language 
proficiency in three new grants 
from the Qatar National Re-
search Fund (QNRF).

Michael Trick, dean of 
CMU-Q, noted that research 
is part of the fabric of Carnegie 
Mellon.

“At Carnegie Mellon, we 
do research that has a real-
world impact,” he said. “These 
three projects are in priority 
areas for Qatar, and I am very 
pleased that our expertise in 
artificial intelligence will help 
Qatar achieve National Vision 
2030.”

The first project will have 
a direct impact on the way Qa-
tar’s greenhouse farms care 
for crops. 

Gianni Di Caro, associate 
teaching professor of com-
puter science, will be the lead 
principal investigator on a 
project to integrate robots and 
artificial intelligence to au-
tonomously and periodically 

gather visual data about crops 
to assess their development, 
quality and expected yield. 

The project is funded by the 
National Priorities Research 
Program (NPRP), QNRF’s 
main funding programme. Re-
search partners include Al Su-
laiteen Agricultural Research, 
Study and Training Center, 
NHL Stenden University of 
Applied Sciences in the Neth-
erlands, and Università degli 
Studi di Milano in Italy.

Di Caro and Eduardo Feo 
Flushing, visiting assistant 
teaching professor of comput-
er science, will also contribute 

their expertise in AI to auto-
mate the cleaning and moni-
toring of solar panels in Qatar. 

The project is led by the 
Qatar Environment and En-
ergy Research Institute, part 
of Hamad Bin Khalifa Univer-
sity, and is supported by the 
TÜBİTAK - QNRF Joint Fund-
ing Programme. The project 
will include industry and aca-
demic partners in both Qatar 
and Turkey.

Houda Bouamor, associate 
teaching professor of informa-
tion systems at CMU-Q, will 
be working with lead investi-
gators at Qatar University to 

develop the first system that 
automatically scores Arabic 
essays written by high school 
and first-year university stu-
dents to assist their Arabic 
writing proficiency in the di-
mensions of style, relevance, 
organisation and develop-
ment. 

This team is planning to 
integrate the systems with Qa-
tar University Testing Center 
and Pre-University Education 
schools at Qatar Foundation. 
The project is funded by the 
National Priorities Research 
Program (NPRP), QNRF’s 
main funding programme.

Dean Trick noted the col-
laborative nature of each of 
the projects. 

“Technology touches near-
ly every aspect of modern life, 
so collaboration is key to ad-
vancements that will both im-
prove quality of life and serve 
our priorities as a society,” he 
said.

Carnegie Mellon is home 
to the world’s leading experts 
in a range of fields. In this tra-
dition, the Qatar campus nur-
tures and develops opportuni-
ties for researchers to pursue 
regionally relevant projects in 
their areas of expertise.

CMU-Q researchers tackle three new projects supported by the Qatar National Research Fund

(From left) Gianni Di Caro, Eduardo Feo Flushing and Houda Bouamor

Awqaf urges Muslims 
to fast on Ashura day

QNA 
DOHA

THE Ministry of Endowments 
(Awqaf) and Islamic Affairs, in a 
statement on Wednesday, urged 
all Muslims to fast on Ashura 
day of Al Muharram month to 
follow the Sunna of the Prophet 
(PBUH).

The statement read, “Praise 
be to Allah, prayer and peace 
be upon the Messenger of Allah 
and after: The Ministry of En-
dowments and Islamic Affairs 
reminds all honourable Muslims 
of the recommendation to fast 
Ashura, which is religiously de-
sirable.”

According to the scholars, 
there are three options of fast-
ing Ashura: The first is to fast 
for three consecutive days on 
Muharram 9, 10 and 11. The 
second option is to fast on Mu-
harram 9 and 10 only, and the 
third way is to fast on the 10th 
of Muharram only. It is permis-
sible to fast the 10th day and 
11th day for those who missed 
the ninth day, and all of these 
options are permissible.

“Ibn Abbas reported: The 
Messenger of Allah, peace and 
blessings be upon him, came to 
Medina and he found the Jews 
fasting on the day of Ashura. 
The Prophet said, “What is this 
day you are fasting?” They said, 
“This is a great day in which 
Allah saved Moses and his peo-
ple, and he drowned Pharaoh 
and his people. Moses fasted 
on it due to gratitude, so we 
also fast on it.” The Prophet 
said, “We are more deserving 
and are closer to Moses than 
you.” The Prophet fasted the 

day of Ashura and he com-
manded fasting on it. Source: 
Sahih Al-Bukhari 3397, Sahih 
Muslim 1130,” the statement 
further read.

It added, “The Messenger 
of Allah, peace and blessings be 
upon him, said, “If I live until 
next year, I will certainly fast 
the ninth day of Muharram.” 
Source: Sahih Muslim 1134 
Fasting on the day of Ashura is 
that Allah will expiate the sins 
from the previous year. Abu 
Qatadah reported: The Proph-
et, peace and blessings be upon 
him, was asked about fasting 
the day of Arafat and he said, 
“It will expiate the sins of the 
previous and upcoming years.” 
Then, the Prophet was asked 
about fasting the day of Ashura 
and he said, “It will expiate the 
sins of the past year.” Source: 
Sahih Muslim 1162 Hence, the 
Ministry of Endowments and 
Islamic Affairs reminds all hon-
orable Muslims of the blessings 
of fasting on this day honoring 
the Sunna of the Prophet - may 
peace and blessings be upon him 
and seeking to expiate the sins 
and seek reward from Allah.”

Continued from page 1 

More than 1,500 abandoned vehicles removed 
from municipalities across country last month

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

THE Joint Committee for 
the Removal of Abandoned 
Vehicles in the country con-

tinues its intensive efforts 
to remove abandoned cars, 
equipment and machinery 
from various municipalities 
in coordination with the con-
cerned authorities. The com-

mittee’s efforts resulted in 
the removal of 1,571 vehicles, 
including 937 cars that were 
transferred to the scrap yard 
in Al Wakra and 610 trans-
ferred to Umm Salal scrap 

facility. From July 1 to 26, 
2022, a total of 1,571 vehi-
cles were disposed of, either 
by sale, destruction, return 
to the owner or others, and 
the total sales proceed dur-

ing this period amounted to 
QR950,500. The number of 
vehicles sold through Qatar 
auction reached 393 vehicles 
in recent months, with a total 
amount of QR3,262,995.

Major legacy projects 
impact before tourney 
begins, says Thawadi

AL Thawadi said major legacy 
projects had impacted the 
country well in advance of 
the kick off. “We have trans-
formed the country’s infra-
structure, including the Doha 
Metro, Hamad International 
Airport, new roads, hotels and 
other facilities -- which will all 
contribute significantly to our 
long-term economic growth 
far beyond the final whistle on 
December 18,” he added.

“Our tournament infra-
structure is visually stunning, 
meticulously functional and 
grounded in legacy. Like Bir-
mingham 2022, it is driven by 
extensive community engage-
ment to ensure every stadium 
and training site will be used 

long after the tournament has 
finished.”

Al Thawadi highlighted 
key sustainability and social 
projects, and also focused 
on the labour reforms intro-
duced by Qatar over the past 
decade.

“By working closely with 
stakeholders, including in-
stitutions, trade unions and 
NGOs, Qatar is ensuring the 
health, safety and well-being 
of every worker on World Cup 
projects. At a national level, 
the measures introduced - 
from a non-discriminatory 
minimum wage to the reim-
bursement of recruitment fees 
paid by workers - are setting 
new benchmarks across the 
region and around the world, 
and have been widely praised 
by even our fiercest critics.”

Continued from page 1 
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At QF, Georgetown Scholar 
publishes first academic 
analysis of Qatar WC 2022

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

AS excitement builds for the 
start of the Qatar FIFA World 
Cup 2022, a new book offers 
students, scholars and sports 
aficionados a comprehensive 
analysis of Qatar’s history-
making role as host of the up-
coming tournament. 

Titled  ‘Qatar and the 2022 
FIFA World Cup: Politics, Con-
troversy, Change’ (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2022), the book has 
been published by Dr. Danyel 
Reiche, a Visiting Professor at 
QF partner Georgetown Uni-
versity in Qatar (GU-Q), and 
Dr. Paul Michael Brannagan, 
Senior Lecturer at Manchester 
Metropolitan University,

“We are proud to produce 
the first comprehensive aca-
demic analysis of the political, 
social, cultural, and economic 
issues surrounding the first 
FIFA World Cup in the Mid-
dle East, both from a national 
and international perspective,” 
said Dr. Reiche, who also heads 
GU-Q’s multi-year research 
initiative focused on the con-
nections between mega sports 
and development in Qatar and 
the region.

Co-author Dr. Paul Michael 
Brannagan said: “The 2022 
FIFA World Cup in Qatar is ar-
guably the most ambitious and 
controversial sporting event 
ever. This book thus not only 
provides crucial insight and 
analysis on the socio-political 
significance of the Middle 
East’s first ever football World 
Cup, but also on the politics of 
major events more broadly.”

Using an international rela-
tions perspective, the authors 

offer an in-depth understand-
ing of Qatar’s motives and 
strategies of wielding sports 
diplomacy to meet its national 
development objectives and 
foreign policy goals. The book 
also examines the motives and 
impact of the international 
scrutiny Qatar has faced, and 
the continued role of mega 
sports in the country’s develop-
ment ambitions beyond 2022.

With traditional tools of 
hard power like military de-
ployment increasingly unvi-
able in the age of globalisation, 
the power of sports diplomacy 

has never been more ap-
pealing or important, write 
the authors. And for Qatar, 
“global sport can be said to be 
the state’s fourth ‘niche area’, 
alongside its exportation of oil 
and (liquefied) natural gas, its 
regional mediation work and 
its investment in… global me-
dia network, Al Jazeera.” 

That niche has focused on 
using the tournament as a pub-
lic platform to build a national 
brand across three pillars: 
hosting events, overseas sports 
investments, and becoming 
internationally recognised for 
domestic excellence in global 
sports. “But it has also become 
a public platform for non-state 
actors and other stakeholders 
to advance their own messag-
ing,’’ explained Dr. Reiche. 

The country’s engagement 
with some of these stakehold-
ers has led to domestic changes, 
including reforms in its labour 
laws, the result of collaboration 
with the U.N.’s International 
Labour Organisation. “Qatar 
is a pioneer - the changes that 
have taken place are unprec-
edented in the region. While 
much still remains to be done, 
it would be great if other coun-
tries pursue the same reforms,” 
said Dr. Reiche.

Despite the challenges, said 
Dr. Reiche, “Qatar’s standing 
in the world couldn’t be bet-
ter. The country has garnered 
international praise for its 
mediation efforts in a host of 
conflicts, and established itself 
as a safe and reliable investor 
in major markets around the 
world. Overall, their strategy 
for international engagement, 
which includes sports diplo-
macy, has paid off.”

Dr. Danyel Reiche

Qatar’s ambassador 
to Pakistan opens QC 
mosque in Islamabad
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

AMBASSADOR of Qatar to 
Pakistan HE Sheikh Saud bin 
Abdul Rahman Al Thani in-
augurated the Qatar Charity 
Mosque in Islamabad during 
his visit to the mosque in the 
company of a delegation from 
Qatar Charity office in Paki-
stan.

The opening ceremony 
was attended by Pakistani gov-
ernment officials, diplomats 
and representatives of local 
humanitarian organisations.

The mosque has been 
built in a modern residen-
tial area where there were no 
mosques, and it is expected to 
accommodate some 800 peo-
ple to perform their prayers in 
a safe environment.

Earlier, residents of this 
area used to go to remote areas 
to perform prayers and many 
of them were unable to per-
form congregational prayers 
due to the harsh weather con-
ditions. It was from this point 
of view that Qatar Charity 
built the first mosque of this 
size in the area.

The ambassador expressed 
his happiness and apprecia-
tion for this step and praised 
Qatar Charity’s efforts in Pa-
kistan.

For his part, Amin Abdul 
Rahman, director of Qatar 
Charity’s office in Pakistan, 
highlighted the importance of 
the mosque from a religious 
point of view.

He said, “The mosque is 
the house of God and it is our 
responsibility to keep it clean. 

We are grateful to the benefac-
tor of the philanthropic people 
in Qatar for their generosity 
of giving and support for this 
kind of gesture.”

The imam of Omar Ibn 
Al-Khattab Mosque, Qari 
Muhammad Fahim, also ex-

pressed his thanks to the 
generous donors and philan-
thropists in Qatar, for also 
allocating a special space for 
children to learn the Qur’an 
and to receive lessons in Is-
lamic education.

In 2022, Qatar Charity 

built nine mosques in Paki-
stan, including two in Islama-
bad, four in Muzaffarabad, 
one in Mirpur Khas, another 
mosque in Sinjar, and another 
in Peshawar. There are eight 
mosques currently under con-
struction.
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TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR Postal Services Com-
pany (Qatar Post) has issued 
a set of special-edition COV-
ID-19 postage stamps in hon-
our of all frontline workers, 
such as medical and health-
care staff, police and military 
personnel and postal work-
ers, who provided essential 
services to the community 
during the global pandemic 
(COVID-19) crisis. 

This comes as part of 
Qatar Post’s efforts to moni-
tor and document historical 
events and highlight Qatar’s 
key achievements in addition 
to important and national oc-

casions, as postage stamps 
are one of the rapidly spread-
ing means of communication.

The COVID-19 stamps set 
consists of two stamps worth 

QR7 and an envelope for the 
first day issue at QR8, and 
the folder itself will be sold 
to the public for QR70. There 
are currently 10,000 stamps 

and 1,000 envelopes printed 
and ready for purchase. This 
set is available at all branches 
across Qatar. 

Qatar Post adopts the 

strategy of documenting ma-
jor events hosted by the coun-
try through distinguished is-
suances of postage stamps. 

Under a cooperation 
agreement with FIFA, Qatar 
Post has become the exclusive 
provider of all postage stamps 
for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 
2022, which aims to shed light 
on the legacy and history of 
the State of Qatar in football. 
Accordingly, Qatar Post invites 
customers and philatelic col-
lectors in Qatar and around the 
world to enjoy this edition in 
appreciation of each and every 
frontline worker’s relentless 
efforts during one of the most 
exceptional periods in modern 
human history.

Qatar Post launches COVID-19 
stamps in honour of frontline 
workers who fought pandemic
Under a pact with FIFA, Qatar Post has become the exclusive provider of all postage stamps for World Cup 2022

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

OOREDOO Qatar, a lead-
ing one-stop national pro-
vider of ICT for business, has 
announced the launch of a 
vehicle tracking promotion 
through its Optimum Plan. 
Ooredoo advanced enterprise 
vehicle tracking for large fleets 
will now be offered in specially 
priced high-value packages.

Ooredoo’s new initiative 
includes two offers aimed at 
taxis, delivery services, car 
rental outlets, construction 
companies, and transporta-
tion and logistics businesses. 
The first offer is a discount off 
the regular price. The second 
option will allow customers to 
pay a one-time fee of QAR 750 
for a full year of service during 
a simple 12-month contract 
period. Customers can select 
either option.

Ooredoo anticipates that 
by developing an advanced 
enterprise vehicle tracking 
solution for large fleets, the of-
fer will coincide with a sharp 
increase in activity on the part 
of the local transport and lo-
gistics industries, and thus 
designed both packages to 
provide them with additional 
support.

Thani Ali Al Malki – Ex-
ecutive Director Business at 
Ooredoo – said: “At a hectic 
time of year, each innovative 
package will help key trans-
portation providers to prepare 
for the upcoming global sport-
ing megaevent in Qatar and 
allow our customers to experi-
ence amazing value from our 
innovative IoT solutions.”

Because of its breadth and 
depth of talent, best fixed and 
mobile networks, broadest 
portfolio of ICT services and 
solutions, and trusted partner 
for 60 years, business custom-
ers can leverage the Ooredoo 
Advantage, making Ooredoo 
‘Best for Business.’

Ooredoo is Qatar’s lead-
ing communications com-
pany, delivering mobile, 
fixed, broadband internet and 
corporate managed services 
tailored to the needs of con-
sumers and businesses. As 
a community-focused com-
pany, Ooredoo is guided by 
its vision of enriching people’s 
lives and its belief that it can 
stimulate human growth by 
leveraging communications to 
help people achieve their full 
potential.

Ooredoo Qatar
announces launch 
of vehicle tracking
services promotion

‘Each innovative package 
will help key transporta-
tion providers to prepare 
for the upcoming global 
sporting megaevent in 
Qatar and allow our cus-
tomers to experience 
amazing value from our 
innovative IoT solutions’

Qatar Olympic Committee to establish
Qatar University Sports Federation

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR University (QU) has welcomed the Qatar 
Olympic Committee announcement to establish the 
Qatar University Sports Federation.

The initiative aims for advancement and develop-
ment of sports activities in the university and seeks 
to encourage students to participate in various sports 
activities.

In a statement on this occasion, Asmaa Al-Naemi, 
Director of Sports Affairs at Qatar University and a 
member of the Qatar University Sports Association 
Board of Directors, said: “The Qatar University Sports 
Association seeks to provide an opportunity for stu-
dent athletes to showcase their talents and athletic 

abilities as well as to promote the concept of physical 
activity and the importance of physical and mental 
health, and to promote Cooperation between institu-
tions of higher education and the state at the sports 

level.”
Al-Naemi added: “At Qatar University, we are 

committed to offering both male and female students 
a supporting atmosphere for their participation in 
sports through the provision of facilities, coaches, 
training programmes, and sporting events. With the 
help of this union, we will be able to represent the in-
stitution and the university sports competitions in the 
best possible manner.”

It is worth noting that Qatar University, represent-
ed by the Department of Sports Affairs, is committed 
to providing a variety of sports, health, and recreation-
al programmes, sports leadership programmes and 
other educational programmes, all of which aim to 
promote engaging in activities and opportunities that 
empower individuals and groups of campus affiliates.
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Multiple industries will benefit from an      
advanced enterprise solution for large fleets

Travelex launches Mobile Foreign Exchange Stores concept at HIA
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

TRAVELEX, one of the world’s leading 
foreign exchange specialists, in partner-
ship with Hamad International Airport 
(HIA) has launched its latest store con-
cept ‘Mobile Foreign Exchange Stores’.

Located around Hamad International 
Airport’s Concourse C and Concourse 
D, the Mobile Store concept provides 
airport customers with the benefits of a 
fully-fledged foreign exchange branch 

packaged in a movable kiosk, allowing 
foreign exchange services to be further 
embedded within the customer’s jour-
ney. This is in addition to the Travelex 
foreign exchange kiosks conveniently lo-
cated across the airport terminal, acces-
sible to departing, arriving and transfer-
ring passengers. 

At the launch of the Mobile Stores, 
Travelex’s Commercial Director for the 
Middle Easy & Turkey Batu Dölay stated: 
“Launching Mobile Stores in Qatar is a 
key milestone in the partnership between 

Travelex and HIA. As the World’s Best 
Airport, we know HIA expects retailers 
to bring only the best for their customers 
and our Mobile Stores provide an elegant 
option for Travelex to ensure our servic-
es are consistently available to passen-
gers regardless of their journey through 
the terminal.”

Sujata Suri, VP Strategy & Com-
mercial Development, said: “As Hamad 
International Airport proudly caters to 
millions of its passengers from across the 
world, it is our responsibility to be per-

ceptive and anticipate our passengers’ 
need for convenience and consistency 
in service. HIA therefore forms strategic 
partnerships with service providers like 
Travelex, which caters to ever-evolving 
customer needs.  

Travelex has been an airport part-
ner for 10 years, since its operations at 
Doha International Airport, consistently 
providing its services to our passengers. 
Its latest concept store provides mobility 
and flexibility using innovation in forex 
services.”

President of Kosovo Vjosa Osmani-Sadriu met with 
non-resident Ambassador of Qatar to Kosovo HE Ali bin 
Hamad Al Marri in Pristina on Wednesday. During the 
meeting, President Osmani emphasised that Kosovo of-
fers a suitable environment for foreign investments and 
asked ambassador Al-Marri that investors from Qatar 
look into the possibility of eventual investments. They 
also reviewed the bilateral cooperation between the two 
countries. (QNA)

KOSOVO PRESIDENT 
MEETS AMBASSADOR 
OF QATAR

Thani Al Malki
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Taipei/Beijing

US House Speaker Nancy Pelo-
si ensured Taiwan of Washing-
ton’s support Wednesday and 
met with activists before wrap-
ping up her whirlwind visit to 
the island republic and heading 
on to South Korea.

“Today, our delegation ... 
came to Taiwan to make un-
equivocally clear: we will not 
abandon our commitment to 
Taiwan, and we’re proud of our 
enduring friendship,” Pelosi 
said at a joint press conference 
with Taiwan’s President Tsai 
Ing-wen.

“Today, the world faces 
a choice between democracy 
and autocracy,” Pelosi said, as 
she praised Taiwan as “one of 
the freest [democracies] in the 
world, proudly to be led by a 
woman president.” “Now more 
than ever, America solidarity 
with Taiwan is crucial. And that 
is the message we are bringing 
here today,” Pelosi said.

In a tweet sent on her of-
ficial Twitter account shortly 
before her departure, Pelosi de-
clared that “Make no mistake: 
America remains unwavering 
in our commitment to the peo-
ple of Taiwan- now & for dec-
ades to come.” At the press con-
ference with Pelosi, Tsai said 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
has highlighted security con-
cerns about Taiwan.

“Aggressions against a 
democratic Taiwan would have 
a tremendous impact on the 
security of the entire Indo-Pacif-
ic,” she warned.

Before leaving Taiwan, 

the US politician met with hu-
man rights activists in Taipei, 
including the former leader of 
China’s democracy movement, 
Wu’er Kaixi, which was blood-
ily suppressed in 1989.

Pelosi also met former 
Hong Kong bookseller Lam 
Wing-kee and social activist 
Lee Ming-chee, both of whom 
had been imprisoned in China, 
at the Jingmei Human Rights 
and Culture Park south of Tai-
pei. Lee had just returned to 
Taiwan from China after serv-
ing a five-year sentence for 
“subverting state power.” Pelosi 
arrived in Taiwan on Tuesday 
despite stern warnings from 

Beijing, making her the high-
est-level US official to visit the 
island in 25 years.

The trip has drawn outrage 
from Beijing, which views the 
self-governing island as part of 
the People’s Republic and re-
jects official contacts between 
its diplomatic partners and the 
government in Taipei.

In response to her arrival, 
China launched military exer-
cises in six areas in the waters 
surrounding Taiwan. They are 
expected to include long-range 
live-fire exercises and last 
through Sunday.

The manoeuvres are seen 
as the biggest show of military 

muscle from Beijing since the 
1995 Taiwan Strait crisis, when 
China fired missiles over Tai-
wan and the US dispatched two 
aircraft carrier groups.

The Chinese Foreign Min-
istry summoned the US am-
bassador to China, Nicholas 
Burns, early Wednesday to pro-
test Pelosi’s visit as a “serious 
provocation and violation” of 
the one-China principle, state 
newspaper Global Times re-
ported.

China also sent 21 planes 
into Taiwan’s air defence iden-
tification zone on Tuesday 
alone, the Defence Ministry in 
Taipei said.

Russia was also critical of 
the speaker’s visit. This showed 
Washington’s desire to dem-
onstrate US lawlessness to 
everyone, along the lines of “I 
do what I want,” Russian For-
eign Minister Sergei Lavrov 
said on Wednesday during a 
visit to Myanmar, according to 
the Russian state news agency 
TASS.

US National Security Coun-
cil spokesperson John Kirby on 
Tuesday said that Washington 
was expecting that China would 
“continue to react over a long-
er-term horizon ... even beyond 
[Pelosi’s] trip.” 

Kirby, who stressed that 
Pelosi’s visit was “totally con-
sistent with our long-standing 
‘One China’ policy,” said that 
China’s reaction was “unfortu-
nately, right in line with what 
we had anticipated.” 

“There is no reason... for 
Beijing to turn this visit, which 
is consistent with long-stand-
ing US policy, into some sort of 
crisis, or use it as a pretext to in-
crease aggressiveness and mili-
tary activity in or around the 
Taiwan Strait, now or beyond 
her travel,” Kirby said during a 
press briefing in Washington.

For days, Pelosi had de-
clined to confirm news reports 
that she would visit and Taiwan 
was not on her official itinerary.

An editorial by Pelosi was 
published in the Washington 
Post minutes after she arrived 
in Taipei.

“We cannot stand by as the 
CCP (the Chinese Communist 
Party) proceeds to threaten 
Taiwan - and democracy itself,” 
she wrote.

Pelosi wraps up Taiwan visit 
amid massive Chinese anger

A pro-Beijing protester stamps on an image depicting the US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi at a protest 
outside the US Consulate in Hong Kong on Wednesday. (aFp)

Beijing launches military exercises in six areas in the waters surrounding Taiwan
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islamaBad: The number of people killed in rain-related inci-
dents in pakistan over the past few weeks has reached more 
than 500 as flash floods triggered by heavy monsoon rains 
continue to lash the country’s south-western provinces.

The national disaster management authority said 502 
people including 98 women and 191 children were among 
the dead. The rains and flooding damaged more than 40,000 
houses and over 2,500 kilometres of roads, leaving thousands 
homeless and stranded in remote villages, the agency said in 
its latest report on Wednesday. Balochistan and sindh prov-
inces were hardest-hit by the flooding after the heaviest rains 
in recorded history lashed the south asian nation amid height-
ened concerns about climate change. (dpa)

More than 500 killed in Pakistan flooding

Tehran: an iranian delegation is due to depart for Vienna to 
continue nuclear negotiations, while the eU’s negotiator was 
also preparing to make the trip on Wednesday, sparking hopes 
for the revival of a key nuclear deal.

iranian chief negotiator ali Bagheri and his team plan to 
set off in the coming hours, the government said. eU chief 
negotiator enrique mora wrote on Twitter that he was on his 
way to Vienna to discuss a full return to the nuclear agree-
ment, officially called the joint Comprehensive plan of action 
(jCpOa). efforts to revive the 2015 agreement aim to curb 
iran’s nuclear programme, in exchange for sanctions relief, but 
talks between iran and the six other parties to the agreement 
- China, germany, France, Britain, russia and the United states 
- have been deadlocked for months. (dpa)

Iranian delegation prepares to set  
out for nuclear talks in Vienna

COlOmBO: sri lanka’s police on Wednesday ordered protest-
ers continuing to occupy a location near the president’s office 
in the capital Colombo to withdraw in two days or face legal 
action.

Using loudspeakers, officers urged protesters to remove 
their tents and structures by Friday, noting that they are occupy-
ing state land, a senior police officer said. 

The protesters initially camped outside the president’s 
office on april 9, but eventually the army backed by the police 
cleared the area, allowing the building to be reopened.

protesters pushed back from that location have been 
occupying an area some 50 metres away. They have now also 
been asked to leave.

earlier in the day president ranil Wickremesinghe offered 
demonstrators an alternative site in Colombo, away from 
government buildings. a second location was offered for other 
protesters away from the capital. (dpa)

Police officers order protesters in  
Sri Lankan capital to withdraw

News 
in brief
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M
OST of us have seen helium 
balloons gently float into the 
sky, whether by accident or 
intentional release. Watch-
ing a balloon disappear into 

the clouds can feel almost tranquil. 
But what goes up must come down, 
with serious impacts on the environ-
ment.

While airborne, balloons present 
hazards to aircraft and the electrical 
grid. Mylar balloons are known to 
cause power outages and fires when 
they become entangled in power lines. 
When balloons lose their buoyancy 
and come back to earth, they can land 
miles away from their release site. 
Balloons and their ribbons persist for 
a long time in the environment. My-
lar balloons are not biodegradable, 
and latex balloons can last up to four 
years — plenty of time to do harm.

For communities such as Chi-
cago and Milwaukee, many balloons 
end up in Lake Michigan, eventu-
ally washing up on beaches. The rem-
nants of deflated balloons endanger 
fish and wildlife, which can get tan-
gled in the ribbons and become un-
able to move or eat. In some cases, 
they eat balloons, which interfere 
with their digestion. Consumption 
of deflated balloons is a particular 
hazard for marine animals, including 
dolphins and sea turtles, which may 
mistake them for jellyfish.

Once in the environment, like 
other forms of plastic, balloons frag-
ment into tiny pieces. These “mi-
croplastics” accumulate in bodies 
of water, where they are eaten by 
invertebrates and fishes. Microplas-
tics have even been found in parts 
of fish and shellfish that we eat and 
in our own bodies. No place in the 

world seems to be free of microplas-
tic contamination because the tiny 
particles are readily transported by 
air and water currents. The effects of 
microplastics on aquatic life are not 
well understood, and investigation is 
complicated by the great diversity of 
particle composition, size and time 
in the environment. Keeping plastic 
litter out of our bodies of water is es-
sential to reducing microplastic pol-
lution.

On the shores of the remote North 
and South Manitou Islands, part of 
the Sleeping Bear Dunes National 

Lakeshore in northwestern Michi-
gan, balloons are the most common 
litter. These beaches are visited by 
relatively few people — the litter is 
testimony to the long life and range 
of escaped balloons. During a 1-mile 
beach walk on South Manitou Island, 
we collected more than 100 deflated 
balloons with their ribbons, which 
included Mylar and latex ones. We’ve 
also seen many balloon remnants 
along the shores of North Manitou 
Island, including beaches that are 
nesting sites of the piping plover, an 
endangered shorebird.

Another concern is that helium is 
a nonrenewable resource with many 
crucial industrial, medical and scien-
tific uses, such as in MRIs, supercon-
ductors and weather balloons. The 
U.S. is fortunate to be rich in helium; 
we produce 40% of the gas world-
wide. But there is a global helium 
shortage, and projections of future 
helium demand indicate that we will 
face serious limitations in the helium 
supply within only a few decades.

The next time you are preparing 
for a party or memorial, consider al-
ternatives to helium balloons. For a 
party, there are banners, flags, paper 
streamers, pinwheels or bubbles. For 
a memorial, you can fly kites, light 
candles, use seed paper to “plant” 
meaningful messages (perhaps a na-
tive pollinator garden) or host a tree 
planting.

If you do buy or encounter helium 
balloons, don’t let them escape. In 
fact, legislation being considered in 
the Illinois General Assembly would 
make the intentional release of bal-
loons illegal, which seems wise given 
the fact that no matter where they 
end up, they become litter. And un-
less and until such legislation exists, 
if you see helium balloons released at 
events such as football games, con-
sider asking the organizers to use 
something other than balloons to 
create a festive atmosphere at future 
events. 

Let’s enjoy the summer without 
degrading the environment with he-
lium balloons.

(Stephen Hamilton and 
Emma Rosi are senior scien-
tists at Cary Institute of Eco-
system Studies in Millbrook, 
New York. Hamilton is also a 
professor at Michigan State 
University.)
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Helium Balloons 
Impose A Toll On Our 

Air, Land And Sea
When balloons lose their buoyancy and come back to earth, they can land  

miles away from their release site
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W
heN I was young, my friends 
and I did chores at home such as 
cutting grass, raking leaves and 
shoveling snow. It wasn’t a big 
deal because that was the expec-

tation. My brother and I were fortunate 
enough to have parents who paid an al-
lowance, but that didn’t mean we had a 
choice to not do what was required of us. 
Our parents wanted to teach us the value 
of a dollar and the payoff that comes from 
hard work.

Nowadays, I often see parents doing 
yard work and other chores instead of 
their children. I often wonder: Why aren’t 
they making their children do it? how will 
their children learn to value hard work? 
And what impact will that have on those 
children as they get older?

Our youths are impressionable. What 
they value, believe in and do daily is often 
based on what they see, hear and are al-
lowed to do. When I have asked parents 
and neighbors why they don’t have their 
children do the chores, the response often 
is, “My child is lazy.” It’s the same discus-
sion I have had with parents and others 
about school attendance. The response is 
often the same: “My child is lazy.”

There used to be a time when we 
wouldn’t dare miss school unless it was 
an emergency. Attending it was a prior-
ity. We relished having perfect attendance, 
for which we would receive accolades and 

other rewards. In some regards, achieving 
perfect attendance ranked just as high as 
receiving outstanding academic marks be-
cause it exemplified dedication.

For far too many, that is no longer 
the case. Student absenteeism is a major 
problem, according to the findings of the 
US Department of education’s Civil Rights 
Data Collection. During the 2015-16 school 
year, several years before the pandemic, 
more than 7 million students missed 15 or 
more days of school. That is about 16% of 
the student population. About 800 school 
districts across the country reported that 
30% of their students missed at least three 
weeks of school.

COVID-19 exacerbated the problem, 
which is understandable to a degree. The 
last couple years — the uncertainty, fear 
and need to prevent transmission of the 
virus — have been very difficult for fami-
lies. however, as the data shows, even be-
fore the pandemic, it was clear that far too 
many students were missing days of school 
that they should not have been.

The implications are far-reaching. Ac-
cording to the US Department of educa-
tion, students with chronic absenteeism 
are more likely to drop out of school and 
have poor grades.

The problem gets worse as the stu-
dents grow older. Chronic absenteeism is 
more pronounced in high school, affect-
ing about 1 in 5 students. When they leave 
high school, these same students are more 
likely to live in poverty, have poor health 

and become involved in the criminal jus-
tice system.

Student attendance should be prior-
itized once again. School districts across 
the country have strict guidelines to fol-
low with regards to student attendance. 
The every Student Succeeds Act signed by 
President Barack Obama in 2015 requires 
school districts to report five indicators of 
school performance, including one non-
academic indicator: Many schools chose 
chronic absenteeism.

however, the problem is not some-
thing only schools can solve. While schools 
can incentivize student attendance, put to-
gether committees to study and address 
it, and have officials visit the homes of 
students, parents are the ones who set the 
stage for instilling the value of hard work. 
And attending school every day is evidence 
of it.

It’s not enough to simply say, “My child 
is lazy.” What we require our children to 
do, such as cutting grass and raking leaves, 

may affect how they value other things in 
life — such as going to school or working.

America’s labor force needs a citizenry 
that believes in hard work. In 1990, labor 
force participation rates were near 65% 
for individuals age 16 to 24, according to 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Since 
2002, those numbers have continued to 
decrease, save for a few years when there 
was a slight increase.

It’s time to expect more from our 
youths. having them come to school every 
day, unless they are sick, can affect the 
quality of their life when they get older. 
It’s essential that authority figures such 
as parents have conversations with youths 
about the broad implications of each deci-
sion that youths make as it relates to build-
ing resiliency and establishing good habits 
for the future.

Development of a strong work ethic in 
our youths is essential to improving their 
lives and America’s labor force. After all, “a 
dream does not become a reality through 
magic; it takes sweat, determination and 
hard work,” as former Secretary of State 
Colin Powell once said. We want our youths 
to dream big and be whatever they want to 
in life. If we emphasize the value of hard 
work, it makes achieving those dreams 
more possible. So, this school year, par-
ents, let’s make attending school a priority.

(Jerald McNair is a school ad-
ministrator at South Holland Illi-
nois School District 151.)

ANY good financial adviser 
will tell his novice clients 
to refrain from checking 

the stock market every day 
to see how their investments 
are doing. It’s the long term 
that counts, not the volatil-
ity of daily buying and selling 
on the exchanges. That same 
caution should be applied 
to trying to keep track of 
the current economy, which 
seems to swing from inflation 
to recession at the drop of a 
hat. It’s up to each family to 
properly assess its financial 
condition and buy and spend 
accordingly.

Technically, this country 
is now in a recession, which 
by definition is two consecu-
tive quarters of decline in 
a country’s gross domestic 
product. America’s $21 tril-
lion GDP, which is No 1 in the 
world, decreased 1.6% during 
the first quarter of this year 
and 0.9% during the second, 
according to the federal Bu-
reau of economic Analysis.

That’s a recession, but it’s 
nowhere near the Great Re-
cession of 2007-2009, when 
GDP fell 4.3%, the unemploy-
ment rate rose to 10%, and 15 
million Americans couldn’t 
find jobs. Compare that to the 
current 3.6% unemployment 
rate and six million unem-
ployed.

Those differences don’t 
mean this recession should 
be taken lightly. however, it 
should be placed in context 
not only with the Great Re-
cession but our current eco-
nomic headache, inflation, 
which led the Federal Re-
serve Board to raise interest 
rates twice in two months. In 
that context, a little recession 
might be the right prescrip-
tion as a way to drive down 
prices and promote new in-
vestment.

The Fed raised interest 
rates to reduce spending by 
Americans, many of them 

flush with COVID-19 relief 
money provided by both the 
Trump and Biden admin-
istrations. That spending 
amid a worldwide supply-
chain problem emptied store 
shelves and helped push 
prices up. A recession makes 
people more guarded about 
spending, which in theory 
should give stores time to 
solve their supply problems, 
restock, and bring prices 
down.

Of course, there are other 
supply-chain factors, in-
cluding both COVID’s con-
tinuing impact on China’s 
ability to manufacture and 
export goods and the Rus-
sia-Ukraine war. China has 
locked down factories and 
businesses under its zero-
COVID policy. Meanwhile, 
Russia’s invasion has dev-
astated much of Ukraine, 
which not only was a key ex-
porter of wheat, barley, corn, 
and sunflower oil to many 
poor nations but also the 
world’s leading source of the 
neon that powers lasers used 
to make computer chips for 
automobiles.

As for inflation, this 
country needs to drastically 
decrease its dependence on 
oil and gas. Gasoline prices 
were the biggest contribu-
tor to US inflation. President 
Joe Biden’s release of fuel 
from the nation’s strategic 
oil reserves helped lower gas 
pump prices, but they could 
go up again if, say, a Gulf 
Coast refinery is hit by a hur-
ricane. Biden, like a stock 
market watcher, must keep 
his eyes on the future and 
work even harder to imple-
ment energy policies that di-
minish the use of fossil fuels.

The approaching mid-
term elections provide a per-
fect opportunity for the presi-
dent to stress his need for 
visionaries in Congress who 
can help him.

It’s Not Time To 
Panic Yet About 
US’ Economic 

Woes

School Attendance Should Be A High Priority. 
Youths’ Well-being Depends On It
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IAEA head worried over Ukraine nuke plant
dpa

New York

The head of the International 
Atomic energy Agency (IAeA) 
has described the situation at 
Ukraine’s Russian-occupied 
nuclear power plant in Zapor-
izhzhya as highly volatile and 
fragile.

All the principles of nu-
clear safety have been violated 
in one way or another, Rafael 
Grossi told a press conference 
at the UN headquarters in New 
York late Tuesday.

With six units and a capac-
ity of 6,000 megawatts, the 
plant in the city of enerhodar 

in Zaporizhzhya province is 
the largest nuclear power plant 
in europe.

An IAeA inspection to 
check technical safety is ur-
gently needed, Grossi said. 
But it is currently very difficult 
for the IAeA to even get to the 
war zone in Zaporizhzhya. For 
this, the IAeA not only needs 
the consent of Ukraine and the 
support of the United Nations, 
it would also have to come to 
an agreement with Russia as 
the occupier of the site.

Russian troops had occu-
pied the plant at the beginning 
of March.

After that, the nuclear 

power plant continued to be 
operated by Ukrainian person-
nel but monitored by Russian 
nuclear specialists.

earlier this week, US Secre-
tary of State Antony Blinken had 
also expressed deep concern on 
the part of the US government. 
he said there were credible re-
ports that Russia was using the 
facility near Zaporizhzhya as a 
kind of shield, namely firing on 
Ukrainian forces from near the 
facility.

The Ukrainians, on the 
other hand, cannot fire back 
because this could lead to a ter-
rible nuclear accident, Blinken 
said.

pa Media/dpa
LoNdoN

BRITAIN’S Conservative Party 
has delayed sending out ballot 
papers for its leadership elec-
tion over security concerns.

The party has made chang-
es to its process on the advice 
of the National Cyber Security 
Centre (NCSC), part of Brit-
ain’s intelligence and security 
headquarters at GChQ, fol-
lowing warnings that hackers 
could change members’ votes.

Under the party’s original 
system, members would be 
able to vote but change their 
decision while the ballot re-
mained open but now a unique 
code will be provided which 
will only allow one, unchange-
able vote.

The ballots had been due 
to be sent out from Monday 
but could now arrive as late as 
Thursday August 11.

A Conservative spokes-
man said: “We have consulted 
with the NCSC throughout this 
process and have decided to 
enhance security around the 
ballot process.

“eligible members will 
start receiving ballot packs this 
week.” An NCSC spokesman 
said: “Defending UK demo-
cratic and electoral processes 
is a priority for the NCSC and 
we work closely with all parlia-
mentary political parties, local 

authorities and MPs to provide 
cyber security guidance and 
support.

“As you would expect from 
the UK’s national cyber secu-
rity authority, we provided ad-
vice to the Conservative Party 
on security considerations for 
online leadership voting.” The 
Daily Telegraph said it under-
stood there was no specific 
threat from a hostile state and 
concerns were around the vul-
nerability of the voting process.

The party has been forced 
to abandon the plans to let 
members change their vote if 
they alter their decision about 
which candidate to back dur-
ing the election process, the 
newspaper reported.

A message sent to mem-

bers said if they wish to vote 
online they will have to enter 
their single-use code and fill in 
security questions.

If they choose to vote by 
post, their online code will be 
deactivated once the ballot is 
received, “reducing the risk 
of any fraud.” The message to 
members said “it is an offence 
to vote more than once” - with 
the threat of withdrawn mem-
bership for anyone found to 
have done so.

It comes as Rishi Sunak 
appears to have lost ground in 
the Tory leadership race but a 
reported ballot delivery delay 
over security concerns could 
give him more time to make 
an impression before votes 
are cast. 

British Conservative Party delays 
sending ballots on security advice

Britain’s former Chancellor to the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak (centre) in 
Exeter recently.  (afp)

dpa
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A joINT team off Istanbul 
have successfully finalised 
inspections on the first ship 
loaded with Ukrainian grain 
for export since Russia’s in-
vasion started in February, 
the Turkish Defence Ministry 
said.

The vessel Razoni will 
shortly sail onward through 
Istanbul’s Bosporus Strait to 
its final destination Lebanon, 
the ministry said on Twitter.

It shared images of ex-
perts, wearing life jackets and 
white helmets, boarding the 
vessel at the strait’s Black Sea 
entrance and inspecting the 
cargo and documents.

The inspection by repre-
sentatives from Ukraine, Rus-
sia, Turkey and the United 
Nations took approximately 
an hour.

The team is responsible 
for ensuring that the ship does 
not carry any unauthorized 
cargo, such as weapons.

The Razoni had left the 
Ukrainian port of odessa 
on Monday carrying 26,000 
tonnes of corn.

More than 20 million 
tonnes of grain from last 
year’s harvest are still await-
ing export, according data 
from Ukraine. The food is 
urgently needed on the world 
market - especially in Asia, Af-
rica and the Middle east. The 
UN recently warned of the 
biggest famine in decades.

Under a deal agreed 

on july 22 to lift Russia’s 
months-long blockade of the 
ports, Ukraine pledged to 
guide the ships through wa-
ters that have been mined and 
Russia promised to not target 
the ships and certain port in-
frastructure.

The deal’s brokers - the 
UN and Turkey - said they 
will help safely coordinate the 
exports and monitor the ship-
ments to make sure the ves-

sels are not smuggling weap-
ons into the war zone.

A joint coordination cen-
tre has been opened in Istan-
bul and is staffed by the four 

parties.
on the ground in Ukraine, 

a British intelligence up-
date said on Wednesday that 
Ukrainian counter-attacks in 
the south-eastern Kherson 
region are causing increasing 
problems for the Russian oc-
cupiers.

A Ukrainian attack on a 
Russian munitions train has 
temporarily disrupted a sup-
ply route from the occupied 

Crimean peninsula, according 
to the daily update by the Brit-
ish Ministry of Defence.

While the Russians could 
repair this route within a few 
days, it would remain a weak 
point.

The Antonivka bridge, 
damaged by Ukrainian mis-
siles, also makes it difficult for 
Moscow to supply its occupy-
ing army west of the Dnipro 
river. The Russians would 
almost certainly have to use 
a recently established ferry 
route for civilians to bring 
their troops and supplies 
across the river.

The Ukrainian counter-
offensive in Kherson has re-
cently gained momentum, 
according to Western secu-
rity circles. Particularly with 
the help of the US-supplied 
hIMARS multiple rocket 
launchers, it is believed that 
losses are being inflicted on 
the attackers and logistical 
problems created.

As the fierce fighting con-
tinues, the British intelligence 
services expect more and 
more people to flee the Kher-
son region in the near future. 
This is expected to increase 
pressure on traffic and trans-
port routes and may result in 
restrictions.

The British government 
has regularly published intel-
ligence information on the 
course of the Russian war 
on Ukraine since it began. 
Moscow accuses London of a 
targeted disinformation cam-
paign.

Ukrainian grain ship cleared to 
sail for Lebanon after inspection

An inspection delegation member inspects the Sierra Leone-flagged cargo ship Razoni carrying 26,000 
tonnes of corn from Ukraine, off the coast of north-west Istanbul on Wednesday. (afp)

Inspection by representatives from Ukraine, Russia, Turkey and the UN took approximately an hour

dpa
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IN Britain, Parliament’s TikTok account 
has been closed after MPs raised con-
cerns about the social media firm’s Chi-
nese links.

Use of the popular app, owned by 
a Chinese parent firm, had been an at-
tempt to engage youngsters with the 
work of Parliament.

But the relationship between West-
minster and Beijing has been severely 
strained after seven MPs and peers were 
sanctioned by the Chinese state.

A UK Parliament spokesman said: 
“Based on Member feedback, we are 
closing the pilot UK Parliament TikTok 
account earlier than we had planned.

“The account was a pilot initiative 
while we tested the platform as a way 
of reaching younger audiences with rel-
evant content about Parliament.” The 
account has been locked and its content 
has been deleted.

Followers of the account are met 
with an updated bio that reads: “This 
account is now closed. Find us at www.
parliament.uk.” TikTok’s parent firm 
ByteDance is based in China and MPs 
have raised concerns about user data be-
ing sent to Beijing.

In a letter to the Speakers of the 
Commons and Lords, seen by the Po-
litico website, a group of MPs who have 
been sanctioned by the Beijing govern-
ment for speaking out about human 
rights abuses complained about the Tik-
Tok account.

British Parliament 
shuts TikTok 
account after MPs 
raise China fears

CopeNhageN: emergency plans were activated in Iceland after 
volcano erupted on wednesday, with glowing lava flows bub-
bling up in an event that was widely expected after a flurry of 
seismic activity.

the eruption started near the mountain fagradalsfjall on 
the reykjanes peninsula south-west of reykjavik, the Icelandic 
Meteorological office (IMo) said in the afternoon.

white smoke initially rose from the earth before glowing 
magma emerged, live images from the Icelandic broadcaster 
rÚV showed, with lava spraying out of an extended crack in the 
geldingadalur valley.

a leading vulcanologist said the fissure was several 
hundred metres long, in comments to rÚV. It was not initially 
possible to estimate the scale the eruption will reach. (dpa)

Quake-rattled Iceland activates 
emergency plans as volcano erupts

baNgkok: russian foreign Minister sergei Lavrov described 
Myanmar as a “friendly and long-standing partner” as he met 
the foreign minister of the military government, wunna Maung 
Lwin, on wednesday.

Lavrov’s visit to Myanmar coincided with several days of 
foreign ministers’ meetings of the association of south-east 
asian Nations (aseaN) in Cambodia.

Lwin, however, is not allowed to attend the meetings in 
Cambodia because of the ongoing violence in his country 
since the military coup one and a half years ago.

russia is isolated from most western countries because 
of the war in ukraine, which it has been waging since february, 
but Moscow continues to pursue contacts in south-east asia. 
the military junta in the crisis-ridden country of Myanmar sup-
ported russia’s attack at the beginning of the war.

I addition to describing Myanmar as a “friendly and long-
standing partner,” Lavrov also said that the two countries are 
linked by decades of cooperation. (dpa)

Lavrov praises military-ruled Myanmar 
on South-East Asian trip

News 
in brief

Rafael Grossi, Director General of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency in New York recently. (afp)
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VIeNNa: an autopsy on the body of austrian doctor Lisa-
Maria kellermayr, who took her own life after being targeted 
by Covid-19 conspiracy theorists and anti-vaccine activists, 
has confirmed that she committed suicide, justice officials 
said wednesday this was evident from the preliminary result 
of the post-mortem examination, a spokesman for the public 
prosecutor’s office in the city of wels in upper austria said. “In 
particular, no evidence of third-party interference has come to 
light.” officials had initially not planned an autopsy, but com-
plied with a request tuesday by kellermayr’s relatives.

earlier the german government expressed “deep dismay” 
over her suicide last week. (dpa)

Autopsy confirms that bullied Austrian 
doctor committed suicide

berLIN: the authorities in Mali have rescinded the flyover 
rights of a german military transport aircraft, further compli-
cating the bundeswehr’s mission in the country as tensions 
between the two nations grow.

the latest restriction affects the a400M military transport-
er, the bundeswehr operations Command told the bundestag 
defence Committee in a briefing on wednesday, noting that 
the reasons for the step were unclear.

the move came shortly after Mali’s military-led government 
banned foreign troops from a section of the capital’s airport 
that houses a uN base. all soldiers, including 60 from the 
bundeswehr, must now soon leave the premises of the sahel 
aviation services.

the steps add further confusion about the state of an in-
ternational peacekeeping mission in the troubled west african 
country. (dpa)

Mali tensions grow as German military 
aircraft loses flyover rights

More than 20 million 
tonnes of grain from last 
year’s harvest are still 
awaiting export, according 
data from Ukraine
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IN the fifth edition of its Misk 
Account draw, Qatar Islamic 
Bank (QIB) has awarded more 
than 500 winners to date with 
cash prizes and will announce 
the third millionaire this year 
in August 2022.

QIB’s unique Misk savings 
account is an innovative sav-
ings account programme which 
promotes positive financial 
habits and encourages custom-
ers to save money regularly.

The programme has the 
largest prize pool in Qatar 
with a total of QR13 million 
to be awarded to 808 win-
ners throughout 2022 includ-
ing 4 millionaire winners. 

Every three months, QIB 
awards one millionaire and 
offers QR10,000 to 15 win-
ners every week, in addition to 
QR50,000 to two lucky win-
ners every month.

Since the launch of the 
fifth edition of the Misk Sav-
ings Account draw, 525 
weekly winners were awarded 
prizes worth QR5.2 million 
and 14 monthly winners with 
prizes worth QR700,000 as 
well as two winners receiving 
QR1 million bringing the total 
winners announced so far to 
more than 500 winners.

The third millionaire of 
this year’s edition will be an-
nounced in August.

QIB General Manager – 
Personal Banking Group D 

Anand said, “This year’s edi-
tion of Misk Account is not just 
a savings program but a way to 
help and empower customers 
to achieve their financial goals 
and cultivate a culture that fo-
cuses on savings. We look for-
ward to rewarding more cus-
tomers in the coming months.”

Existing and new QIB cus-
tomers can open a Misk Ac-
count via the QIB Mobile App 
or at any of the Bank’s branch-
es. Customers will receive a 
free debit card, become eligi-
ble to request a free credit card 
for the first year against their 
Misk Account balance, receive 
profits on their savings and 
have the chance to frequently 
win cash prizes.

To be eligible for the draws, 

customers must open the ac-
count three months prior to the 
draw and maintain a minimum 
monthly balance of QR10,000. 
For every additional QR10,000 
saved, the customer has one 
additional chance to win.

With more than 140 fea-
tures on its award-winning 
Mobile App, QIB facilitates 
the banking experience for 
its customers on the app for 
a better user experience. Re-
cently, QIB introduced the 
Dark Mode feature offering 
customers enhanced perfor-
mance and streamlined navi-
gation. The modern design of 
the QIB Mobile App makes 
it easier to navigate the app 
features offering a seamless 
banking experience.

QIB awards over 500 Misk account holders with cash prizes

SATYENDRA PATHAK
DOHA

QATAR’S GDP outlook for 
2022 is upbeat as elevated 
energy prices will be a key 
growth driver for the country’s 
economy, FocusEconomics 
has said in a report released 
on Wednesday.

Moreover, the report said, 
the non-energy sector will re-
cord strong growth, given the 
reduced impact of the pan-
demic and the upcoming FIFA 
World Cup.

Increased trade with the 
Arab Quartet will also be a 
contributor, it said.

FocusEconomics panel-
lists see a 4.5 percent rise in 
GDP during 2022, which is up 
0.1 percentage points from last 
month’s forecast, and 2.8 per-
cent growth in 2023.

After a 2.5 percent expan-
sion in year-on-year terms in 
the first quarter of 2022, the 
report said, Qatar’s economy 
likely picked up steam in the 
second quarter.

“The private-sector PMI 
was at a record high in May–
June thanks to strong expan-
sions in output and new or-
ders. What’s more, tourism 
continued to boost local activ-
ity, with visitor arrivals rising 
869 percent year on year in 
May,” it said.

“In addition, higher oil and 
gas prices have buoyed gov-
ernment coffers and supported 
the external sector. The trade 
surplus in the second quarter 
of 2022 was the largest since 
2014,” the report said.

“The picture in the energy 
sector, however, was more 
mixed. After growing in annu-
al terms in April, the volume 
of energy output contracted 
in May. LNG production has 
been held back this year by 
maintenance work at some 
facilities, despite European 

countries’ interest in boost-
ing gas imports from Qatar,” 
it said.

The report also revealed 
that Qatar’s inflation rose from 
5.2 percent in May to 5.4 per-
cent in June. Items related to 
recreation, utilities and food 
saw the largest increases. The 
Qatar Central Bank hiked rates 
by 50 basis points in July, di-
verging from the Federal Re-
serve’s 75 basis points hike.

Qatar’s inflation is expect-
ed to average almost double 
its 2021 level this year due to 
recovering demand and higher 
commodity prices, it said.

FocusEconomics panel-
lists see inflation averaging 
4.4 percent in 2022, which is 
up 0.3 percentage points from 
last month’s forecast, and 2.8 
percent in 2023.

According to the annual 
data released as part of the re-
port, Qatar’s GDP per capita is 
expected to rise from $81,360 
in 2022 to $101,816 in 2026.

The country would wit-
ness a sustained increase in 
both imports and exports in 

the coming years. While the 
merchandise exports from the 
country are expected to rise 
from $112.7 billion in 2022 
to $121.9 billion in 2026, the 
report said, merchandise im-
ports would increase from 
$31.8 billion in 2022 to $40.7 
billion in 2026.

FocusEconomics, a leading 
provider of economic analysis, 
has also forecast that Qatar’s 
trade balance would rise from 
$80.9 billion in 2022 to $81.2 
billion in 2026.

The report has projected 
that Qatar’s current account 
balance will account for 20.1 
percent of the total GDP in 
2022. The percentage of the 
current account balance will 
be 15.7 percent in 2025, the 
report said.

Qatar’s current account 
balance, which turned positive 
in 2021, is expected to reach 
$43.6 billion in 2022, the re-
port said, adding that it will 
continue to remain in the posi-
tive territory for the next four 
years and reach $40.6 billion 
in 2026.

Qatar’s GDP 
expected to 
rise 4.5% in 
2022: Report 

Qatargas delivers commissioning LNG 
cargo to Thailand’s new LNG terminal
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA 

QATARGAS Operating Com-
pany Limited (Qatargas) has 
delivered a commissioning 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
cargo to Thailand’s new-
est LNG receiving terminal, 
LMPT2 Map Ta Phut LNG 
Terminal, located in Rayong 
Province of Thailand, West of 
Map ta Phut Port.

The commissioning cargo 
was loaded in Ras Laffan on 
June 4, 2022, on the Q-Flex 
LNG vessel, Al Oraiq, with an 
overall cargo carrying capacity 
of 210,000 cubic meters. It ar-
rived at LMPT2 Map ta Phut 
LNG terminal on June 18, 2022.

Map Ta Phut LMPT2 LNG 
terminal is located on the 
east coast of the Gulf of Thai-
land, between Sattahip and 
Rayong, approximately 220 

km from Bangkok.
The terminal’s nominal ca-

pacity is 7.5 million tonnes of 
LNG per annum (Mtpa), and 
it can receive vessels with a ca-
pacity between 125,000 cubic 
meters and 264,000 cubic me-
ters. The terminal comprises 
two storage tanks – each with 
an overall capacity of 250,000 
cubic meters.

Qatargas has established a 
strong partnership with Thai-

land since May 2011 when 
it commissioned PTT’s Map 
Ta Phut LNG Terminal. The 
state-owned PTT is the largest 
piped-gas and LNG importer 
and aggregator in Thailand. 
Qatar-sourced LNG made up a 
significant share of the overall 
LNG import into Thailand.

To date, Qatargas has con-
tributed to commissioning 26 
new LNG terminals world-
wide since 2008.

Map Ta Phut LMPT2 LNG terminal is located on the east coast of the Gulf of Thailand, between Sattahip and Rayong, approximately 220 km 
from Bangkok.

In its 5th edition, QIB continues to reward its Misk Savings Account customers with cash prizes and will announce next month the third 
millionaire  winner for this year * More than 500 winners have been announced bringing the total to QR7.9 mn in cash prizes to date

After a 2.5 percent expansion in the first quarter of 2022, Qatar’s 
economy likely picked up steam in the second quarter.

SATYENDRA PATHAK 
DOHA 

QATAR’S stock market outperformed 
most of the GCC markets by remaining 
positive on Wednesday amid US-China 
tensions over House Speaker Nancy Pelo-
si’s visit to Taiwan and investors booking 
profits from a recent rally.

The general index of the Qatar Stock 
Exchange (QSE) recorded an increase of 
83.88 points, or 0.63 percent, to reach 
13,386.21 points on Wednesday.

During Wednesday’s session, 318.164 
million shares were traded, with a value 
of QR850.021 million as a result of imple-
menting 22,073 deals in all sectors.

During the session, shares of 33 com-
panies rose, while the prices of 10 compa-
nies decreased, and two companies main-
tained their previous closing price.

At the end of the trading session, the 
market capitalisation of QSE reached 

QR740.472 billion compared to the last 
trading session, which amounted to 
QR735.874 billion.

“The Qatari stock market recorded 
some volatility with traders securing their 
gains on one side while natural gas prices 
returned to the upside on the other. The 
main index could maintain a positive pro-
file if natural gas prices stay high,” MENA 
BDSwiss CEO Daniel Takieddine said.

The day saw the country’s leading 

telecom operator Ooredoo announce 
that Ooredoo International Finance Lim-
ited (OIFL), its wholly-owned subsidiary, 
will pay its Global Medium Term Note 
(GMTN) holders interest payment on Au-
gust 22, 2022.

According to a statement issued by the 
company, Ooredoo International Finance 
Limited (OIFL), which is wholly owned 
by Ooredoo, will pay noteholders $16.250 
million on the interest payment date falling 
due on August 22, 2022.

The announcement indicated that the 
company will pay the accrued interest of 
3.25 percent on the mentioned date to the 
bondholders amounting to $1 billion guar-
anteed and due on February 21, 2023.

Meanwhile, GCC stock markets moved 
mostly in the negative territory while inves-
tors continued to secure their gains. Mar-
kets in the region could see some additional 
selling pressures in the coming days before 
stabilising.

Bull run continues as QSE gains 84 points  

Market capitalisation of QSE reached 
QR740.472 billion on Wednesday.  
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Elon Musk’s wealthy high 
tech allies don’t seem too 
happy about receiving sub-
poenas from Twitter as part 
of the company’s legal bat-
tle with the Tesla CEo.

San Francisco-based 
Twitter is suing Musk in 
Delaware in an attempt 
to get him to complete his 
$44 billion acquisition of 
the social media company, 
a deal Musk is trying to 
get out of. According to a 
report from The Washing-
ton Post, Twitter’s legal 
team on Monday asked for 
information about a host 
of tech investors and en-
trepreneurs connected to 
Musk in a wide-ranging 
subpoena. Twitter declined 
to comment.

According to the Post, 
the subpoena includes “ex-
tensive requests for com-
munications, including 
‘checklists, timelines, pres-
entations, decks, organi-
zational calls, meetings, 
notes, recordings’ related 
to the deal’s financing.’”

Well-known venture 
capitalists included in the 
subpoena, according to the 
report, are Marc Andrees-
sen, founder of VC firm An-
dreessen Horowitz; former 

Facebook exec and CEo 
of Social Capital Chamath 
Palihapitiya; and David 
Sacks, the founding chief 
operating officer of PayPal 
and current general part-
ner at Craft Ventures.

Sacks posted Monday 
on Twitter that “news that 
I am being subpoenaed by 
Twitter’s lawyers remind-
ed me of this issue of Mad 
Magazine, I don’t know 
why.” He included a photo 
of the magazine’s cover 
showing a hand raising a 
middle finger.

Joe lonsdale, gen-
eral partner at 8VC, called 
Twitter’s subpoenas sent to 
“friends in the ecosystem” 
surrounding Musk, An-
dreessen and Sacks a “giant 
harassing fishing expedi-
tion.”

“I have nothing to do 
with this aside from a few 
snarky comments, but got a 
“YoU ARE HEREBY CoM-
MAnDED” document no-
tice,” he tweeted on Mon-
day.

Representatives for 
Sacks, Andreessen and Pal-
ihapitiya did not immedi-
ately respond to messages 
for comment on Tuesday. 
lonsdale did not immedi-
ately respond to a message 
sent through linkedIn.

Elon Musk’s tech 
allies miffed about 
Twitter subpoenas

Agencies

STARBUCkS on Tuesday re-
ported record revenue in the 
April-June period, as strong 
U.S. demand made up for 
CoVID shutdowns in China.

The Seattle-based coffee 
giant exceeded sales expecta-
tions despite continuing store 
closures and reduced hours 
in China due to coronavirus 
measures. Starbucks said its 
same-store sales in China its 
second-largest market after 
the U.S. were down 44% in its 
fiscal third quarter. Starbucks 
said it ended the quarter with 
roughly 2,000 stores in 50 
cities operating with CoVID 
restrictions.

But strong U.S. demand 
made up for that. Same-store 
sales, or sales at stores open 
at least a year, rose 9% in the 
U.S., where customers are 
spending more on customiz-
able cold beverages and food, 
like lime-frosted coconut 
bars. Morning traffic was also 
picking up as more people re-
turned to offices.

Interim Starbucks CEo 
Howard Schultz said the 
company isn’t yet seeing any 
impact from inflation, de-
spite increasing prices about 
5% over the same period last 
year.

“While we are sensitive to 
the impact inflation and eco-
nomic uncertainty are having 
on consumers, it’s critically 
important that you all under-
stand we are not currently 
seeing any measurable reduc-
tion in customer spending or 
any evidence of customer’s 
trading down,” Schultz said 
Tuesday on a conference call 
with investors.

Schultz added that cold 

drinks, which now make up 
74% of U.S. beverage sales, 
have become a huge competi-
tive advantage for Starbucks 
and are bringing in younger 
customers.

“The premium, custom-
ized cold coffee opportunity 
is simply enormous,” Schultz 
said.

Starbucks’ revenue rose 
9% to $8.2 billion, a quar-
terly record. That surpassed 
Wall Street’s forecast of $8.1 
billion, according to analysts 
polled by FactSet.

new stores, including 
many that are more focused 
on drive-thru and curbside 
service, are helping sales. The 

company said it has opened 
298 net new stores in its 
north America region since 
June 2021 and 1,355 new 
stores in international mar-
kets.

Starbucks said its net in-
come fell 21% to $912.9 mil-
lion as it spent more on labor, 
worker training and sup-
ply chain costs. last fall, the 
company announced a $1 bil-
lion investment in employee 
wages and benefits in an ef-
fort to lift U.S. workers’ pay. 
U.S. workers currently make 
an average of $17 per hour, 
Starbucks north America 
chief John Culver said. Train-
ing hours have also increased.

Schultz said Starbucks is 
in the midst of a moderniza-
tion plan that he hopes will 
help it retain employees and 
better keep up with customer 
demand. The plan which will 
be fleshed out in more detail 
at the company’s investor day 
in September comes amid 
growing employee dissatis-
faction at some U.S. stores.

More than 200 of Star-
bucks’ 9,000 company-owned 
U.S. stores have voted to un-
ionize since last December, a 
move the company opposes. 
Schultz didn’t mention the 
union campaign Tuesday.

Schultz, a longtime CEo 
of Starbucks who rejoined the 

company in April, reiterated 
his plan to remain through the 
first few months of 2023 even 
after a new CEo is named.

Schultz said the company 
has narrowed down its list 
of potential CEos who are 
“excited and positive and in 
agreement” about the mod-
ernization plan.

“I have committed myself 
to stay as long as necessary to 
ensure that the new CEo has 
a soft landing and then I tran-
sition to the board,” he said.

Adjusted for one-time 
items, Starbucks earned 84 
cents per share. That was 
higher than the 77-cent profit 
Wall Street forecast.

Starbucks reports record Q2 
revenue on frothy US demand

A sign for a Starbucks Coffee shop is pictured in Harvard Square in Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 13, 2018. The Seattle-based coffee giant said its 
revenue rose 9% to $8.2 billion during the April-June 2022 period, a quarterly record. That surpassed Wall Street’s forecast of $8.1 billion,  
according to analysts polled by FactSet. 
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lExUS International has re-
cently announced a call for 
entries to the lexus Design 
Award 2023, an international 
design competition dedicated 
to empowering and encour-
aging the next generation of 
creators. Inaugurated in 2013, 
the award has given up-and-
coming talents and innovators 
a global platform for expo-
sure, discovery, and launch of 
countless impressive careers.

As the award continues 
to evolve, lexus is aiming to 
enrich its platform for next-
generation design talents by 
more broadly focusing on the 
creative growth of the indi-
vidual. To achieve this goal, it 
embraces a new, streamlined 
form where four winners are 

now chosen to allow us to dive 
deeper into each winner’s sto-
ry, while also fostering rich 
dialogue amongst them and 
the industry luminaries who 
serve as members of the jury. 
Mentorship remains core to 
the award, with winners being 
mentored by leading lights of 
the design world.

lexus is seeking innova-
tive ideas that contribute to 
a thriving and prosperous fu-
ture for all through the power 
of design and technology. Ap-
plicants will explain how their 
creative concept puts into 
practice the lexus brand’s 
three key principles: Antici-
pate, Innovate and Captivate. 
The design must anticipate 
global challenges to socie-
ties, envision inventive ways 
to reach a sustainable future, 
and seamlessly enhance the 

happiness of all. lexus seeks 
engaging, insightful, and 
original designs that honor 
both form and function while 
offering actionable solutions 

to hasten the arrival of a 
brighter future for humanity 
in a variety of scenarios and 
situations.

kei Fujita, Chief Repre-

sentative, Middle East and 
Central Asia Representative 
 office, Toyota Motor Corpora-
tion, said: “We are extremely 
excited to launch the eleventh 
edition of the lexus Design 
Award. We aim, through this 
international competition 
which is being held this year 
under the theme ‘Design for a 
Better Tomorrow,’ to support 
the next generation of design-
ers and creators. The lexus 
Design Award offers them a 
platform to explore their cre-
ativity, develop their unique 
design concepts through ex-
pert guidance and mentor-
ship, and showcase their in-
novations to the world.” 

Fujita added: “We look 
forward to revealing this 
year’s winners and seeing 
what they will present. I want 
to thank everyone involved in 

the lexus Design Award for 
contributing to this valuable 
platform, as well as our loyal 
customers, whose continu-
ous support inspires us all to 
reach beyond the convention-
al and create amazing experi-
ences.” 

A judging committee of 
elite, internationally recog-
nized design experts will se-
lect four winners from among 
the entries based on the judg-
ing criteria. Winners will be 
mentored by leading creators 
in diverse design disciplines. 
Each winner will be allocated 
a research and development 
budget of up to JPY 3 mil-
lion (over USD 22,500), as a 
design grant to cover not only 
prototype construction but 
also other relevant expenses 
involved in refining their con-
cept and design and support-

ing the individual’s creative 
development. This once-in-
a-lifetime mentoring experi-
ence is at the heart of the lex-
us Design Award’s reputation 
for excellence. In the spring 
of 2023, the four winners will 
reveal their progress to judges 
and mentors by presenting 
their finished work for review.

After revealing their work, 
the award winners will have 
the priceless opportunity to 
consult one-on-one with the 
judging panel. In addition to 
receiving feedback on their 
work, the winners will get to 
share their visions and re-
ceive guidance on the career 
paths and aspirational goals 
that would best further their 
future creative success.

Mentors and judging com-
mittee members will be an-
nounced this fall.

Lexus International calls for entries to Design Award 2023

Qatar Insurance Group honours long-serving employees
Tribune news neTwork

Doha

QATAR Insurance Group, the 
leading insurer in Qatar and 
the MEnA region, feted its 
long-serving employees at an 
awards ceremony held earlier 
this week. 

Colleagues with five, 10, 15 
and 20 years of service were 
presented with certificates 
and trophies of appreciation 
at the QIC Group’s headquar-
ters in West Bay. 

The ceremony was at-
tended by several of QIC 
Group’s senior management 
and employees. khalifa Ab-
dulla Turki Al-Subaey, chair-
man and managing director 
of QIC Group, handed over 
the long service awards to 27 

employees this year. The dis-
tinguished recipients of the 
awards this year included Sa-

lem Al Mannai, QIC Group 
CEo, who was honoured for 
his 20 years of service.  

“QIC Group long Service 
Awards are a symbol of QIC 
Group’s appreciation towards 

its employees for their con-
tinued loyalty and dedication. 
This clearly highlights our 

culture and way of treating 
our human capital as the most 
treasured asset,” said Al-Sub-

aey, adding: “Today and every 
day, we thank employees for 
their service.”

Starbucks’ 
revenue rose 9% 
to $8.2 billion, a 
quarterly record

Tesla CEO Elon Musk speaks before unveiling the Model Y at 
Tesla’s design studio in Hawthorne, California, in 2019. 
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Inflation in Turkey 
rises to nearly 80%

Agencies

AnnuAl inflation in Turkey 
soared to nearly 80% in July, 
official data showed Wednes-
day, with skyrocketing food, 
housing and energy prices hit-
ting consumers hard.

The Turkish Statistical In-
stitute said consumer prices 
rose by 79.6% from a year 
earlier, up about 1 percentage 
point from June data.

Independent experts say 
inflation is much higher than 
official statistics. Economists 

also say the huge rise in infla-
tion is caused by President Re-
cep Tayyip Erdogan’s unortho-
dox belief that high borrowing 
costs lead to inflation despite 
established economic theory.

Turkey’s central bank 
slashed interest rates by 5 per-
centage points since Septem-
ber to 14%, sinking the nation-
al currency. While the bank 
has not made further cuts this 
year, central banks across the 
world are moving the opposite 
way, raising interest rates to 
combat global inflation.

Agencies

ThE OPEC and its allies de-
cided on Wednesday to boost 
production in September by a 
much slower pace than in pre-
vious months at a time of high 
gasoline prices and unstable 
energy supplies exacerbated by 
Russia’s war in ukraine.

OPEC, led by Saudi Ara-
bia, and its allies, led by Rus-
sia, said they will increase 
output to 100,000 barrels a 
day next month after rais-
ing it by 648,000 barrels per 
day in July and August. The 
group considered what effects 
staggering inflation and rising 
COVID-19 rates may have on 
global demand for fuel in the 
fall.

It comes after u.S. Presi-
dent Joe Biden visited Saudi 
Arabia last month, aiming to 
improve relations and encour-
age more oil production from 
the cartel to draw down high 
prices at the pump. While gas-
oline prices have been falling, 
they are still high and posing 
a political problem for him as 

inflation surges.
no oil production agree-

ment was announced, but 
Biden said he expected OPEC 
to take steps to increase pro-
duction in the coming weeks. 
Those hopes didn’t material-
ize.

As a result, “the u.S. may 
go looking for other sources of 
oil, whether it’s Venezuela or 
Iran,” said Jacques Rousseau, 
managing director at Clear-
view Energy Partners.

Biden’s administration 
also is encouraging the u.S. oil 
and gas industry to increase 
production.

“You’ve just seen the sec-
ond-quarter results from some 
of these companies. They are 
record profits,” Amos hoch-
stein, a senior adviser for 
energy security at the State 
Department, said Wednesday 
on CnBC. “They should be in-
vesting those dollars right back 
into production increases.” 
Despite the modest increase 
announced by OPEC+, the 
administration was trying to 
highlight that prices are al-

ready falling and could fall 
further with more domestic 
production.

“We’re pretty pleased with 
what we’re seeing” on prices 
for oil and gas down from 
highs, but “we know that this 
is not enough,” hochstein 
said.

A senior Biden adminis-
tration official, who insisted 
on anonymity to discuss pri-
vate conversations, called the 
OPEC+ announcement a step 
forward. The official said the 
group has restored all the pro-
duction cuts it made in 2020 
during the depths of the pan-
demic, when oil prices and de-
mand plummeted.

The group has been gradu-
ally adding more oil and gas to 
the market as economies re-
covered.

Some OPEC nations, such 
as Angola and nigeria, have 
been producing less than the 
agreed-upon amount. Saudi 
Arabia and united Arab Emir-
ates, on the other hand, have 
the capacity to increase pro-
duction.

OPEC’s decision appears to 
be an attempt to appease those 
countries that can’t produce 
more, Rousseau said.

“Any time you increase the 

target, there’s countries that 
can’t participate,” he added. “If 
you only raise production by 
100,000 barrels per day, that’s 
just a small piece for every-
body.” As a result, the amount 
of oil on the market might not 
keep up with demand, so high 
oil prices may persist for some 
time.

While the u.S. was prob-
ably hoping for a larger pro-
duction increase, “in terms of 
overall supply/demand man-
agement, OPEC’s decision is 
logical,” noah Barrett, research 
analyst for energy and utilities 
at Janus henderson Investors, 
said in a note. “There’s still a 
great deal of uncertainty on 
oil demand in the back half of 
this year, driven by questions 
around Chinese demand, and 
the potential for u.S. or even 
a global recession.” The price 
of oil rose sharply after Russia 
invaded ukraine in February. 
It fell somewhat since OPEC+ 
last met but rose modestly 
Wednesday. A barrel of u.S. 
benchmark crude was selling 
for just over $94, compared 
with more than $105 per bar-
rel a month ago. Brent crude, 
the international standard, 
was selling for just over $100 
a barrel, also down about $110 

from a month ago.
Russia’s oil and natural 

gas exports to the world have 
declined as many nations im-
posed sanctions or curtailed 
buying from the major supplier 
due to its invasion of ukraine. 
Russia also has reduced or cut 
off natural gas to a dozen Eu-
ropean countries, further driv-
ing up energy prices, squeez-
ing people’s spending power 
and threatening to cause a re-
cession if nations can’t stock-
pile enough natural gas to get 
through the winter.

It was the first official 
monthly meeting of the OPEC+ 
group since its leader, Moham-
mad Sanusi Barkindo, died at 
age 63 in his home country of 
nigeria last month. haitham 
al-Ghais, a veteran of the Ku-
wait Petroleum Corporation, 
took over as secretary general 
of OPEC this week.

In the u.S., a gallon of reg-
ular gasoline was selling for 
$4.16 on average Wednesday. 
That’s substantially lower than 
in June, when the nationwide 
average surpassed $5 a gallon, 
but it’s still painfully high for 
many front-line workers and 
families to afford and about 
31% higher than what drivers 
were paying a year ago.

OPEC+ raises output by slower 
pace than in previous months

Despite the modest increase announced by OPEC+, the US administration was trying to highlight that prices are already falling and could fall further with more domestic production.

OPEC and allies say they will increase  
output to 100,000 barrels a day next month

Agencies

nInE months after India an-
nounced its target of “net zero” 
emissions by 2070 at the unit-
ed nations climate conference 
in Glasgow, the country’s fed-
eral cabinet finally approved a 
new climate plan on Wednes-
day.

The new goals will be sub-
mitted to the u.n.’s climate 
agency as part of an interna-
tional agreement where na-
tions publish how they intend 
to reduce their greenhouse gas 
emissions, known as nation-
ally determined contributions. 
The u.S. hopes to achieve “net 
zero” by 2050, and China by 
2060.

The approval comes as In-
dia is preparing to celebrate 75 
years of independence on Aug. 
15 and with just three months 
left before the next climate 
conference.

When India’s plans were 
originally announced in no-
vember last year, Prime Min-
ister narendra Modi also said 
that India would increase its 
current capacity for non-fossil 
fuel electricity, with energy 
from clean sources able meet 
half of the country’s needs. 
India’s greener power genera-
tion has already passed 41%.

The emissions goals that 
India’s federal cabinet ulti-
mately approved are largely 
in line with Modi’s announce-
ment.

India now stands commit-
ted to reducing the emissions 
caused by activities for the 
nation’s economic growth by 
45% by the year 2030 from 
2005 levels, according to the 
new targets. The nation will 
also aim to achieve about 50% 
of its energy requirements 

from non-fossil fuel-based 
energy sources by the year 
2030, and promote a federal 
government program that en-
courages people to make green 
lifestyle changes.

Vaibhav Chaturvedi, an 
economist at the new Delhi-
based Council on Energy, En-
vironment and Water, called 
the approval a “significant 
step” towards India’s climate 
aims.

The u.n.’s climate agency 
had set a deadline of July 31, 
2021, for various nations to 
update their targets that were 
initially announced after the 
climate conference in Paris 
in 2015. India was not the 
only laggard nation, as China 
and dozens of others had also 
failed to meet the target date.

Indian officials say that 
the delay was a reflection of 
the peculiar challenges facing 
the country: On the one hand 
what it does has an outsized 
impact on the world’s climate 
goals as it’s a nation with 
quickly-growing energy needs, 
on the other it feels that it’s of-
ten unfairly asked to prioritize 
climate goals over its develop-
mental needs.

“India’s updated climate 
action plan comes in a context 
where Europe and most devel-
oped countries are going for 
more drilling of oil and gas,” 
said harjeet Singh, head of 
global political strategy at the 
Climate Action network Inter-
national.

“The delay in updating 
the targets could have been 
avoided though. If they had 
announced these targets a few 
months earlier, it might have 
inspired other countries to act 
faster and more decisively on 
climate change,” he added.

Indian government  
approves new net  

zero emissions targets

Agencies

ChInA blocked imports of cit-
rus, fish and other foods from 
Taiwan in retaliation for a visit 
by a top American lawmaker, 
nancy Pelosi, but has avoided 
disrupting one of the world’s 
most important technology 
and manufacturing relation-
ships.

The two sides, which 
split in 1949 after a civil war, 
have no official relations but 
multibillion-dollar business 
ties, especially in the flow of 
Taiwanese-made processor 
chips needed by Chinese facto-
ries that assemble the world’s 
smartphones and other elec-
tronics.

They built that business 
while Beijing threatened for 
decades to enforce the ruling 
Communist Party’s claim to 
the island by attacking.

Two-way trade soared 26% 
last year to $328.3 billion. Tai-
wan, which produces half the 
world’s processor chips and 
has technology the mainland 
can’t match, said sales to Chi-
nese factories rose 24.4% to 
$104.3 billion.

“The global economy can-
not function without chips 
that are made in either Taiwan 
or China,” Carl B. Weinberg of 
high-Frequency Economics 
said in a report.

On Wednesday, Beijing 
blocked imports of citrus and 

frozen hairtail and mack-
erel from Taiwan after Pelosi, 
speaker of the house of Rep-
resentatives, arrived on the is-
land. China has not disrupted 
the flow of chips and other 
industrial components, a step 
that would send shock waves 
through the shaky global econ-
omy.

Also this week, China 
blocked imports of hundreds 
of other food items from Tai-
wan including ********s and 
seafood, though the timing 
was unclear. The customs 
website showed their import 
status was switched to “sus-
pended.” Fruit, fish and other 
foods are a small part of Tai-
wan’s exports to China, but the 
ban hurts areas that are seen 
as supporters of President Tsai 
Ing-wen.

Beijing has used import 
bans on bananas, wine, coal 
and other goods as leverage 
in disputes with Australia, the 
Philippines and other govern-
ments.

Beijing also announced 
four days of military exercises 
with artillery fire in waters 
around Taiwan. That might 
delay or disrupt shipping to 
and from the island, one of the 
biggest global traders.

The potential disruption 
adds to concerns over weaken-
ing global economic growth, 
but Asian stock markets rose 
Wednesday after there was 

no immediate sign of Chinese 
military action.

The Communist Party says 
Pelosi’s visit might embolden 
Taiwan to make its decades-
old de facto independence 
permanent. Beijing says that 
would lead to war.

The administration of u.S. 
President Joe Biden has tried 
to mollify Beijing, saying there 

is no change in Washington’s 
“one China policy.” That says 
the united States takes no po-
sition on the status of the two 
sides but wants their dispute 
settled peacefully.

Washington has no for-
mal relations with Taiwan but 
maintains unofficial ties and is 
obligated by federal law to see 
the island has the means to de-

fend itself.
Meeting leaders in Taiwan, 

Pelosi said she and members 
of Congress traveling with her 
were showing they will not 
abandon their commitment to 
the island democracy.

“America’s determination 
to preserve democracy, here in 
Taiwan and around the world, 
remains ironclad,” Pelosi said 

in a short speech during a 
meeting with the president, 
Tsai. She departed later in the 
day for South Korea.

“Facing deliberately 
heightened military threats, 
Taiwan will not back down,” 
Tsai said.

Taiwanese companies 
have invested nearly $200 bil-
lion in the mainland over the 
past three decades, according 
to the island’s government. 
Entrepreneurs, engineers and 
others have migrated to the 
mainland to work, some re-
cruited by Chinese chipmak-
ers and other companies that 
want to catch up with Taiwan.

A 2020 census found 
158,000 Taiwanese living on 
the mainland, according to the 
police ministry.

Taiwan plays an outsized 
role in the chip industry for an 
island of 24.5 million people, 
accounting for more than half 
the global supply.

Its producers including 
Taiwan Semiconductor Man-
ufacturing Corp. make the 
most advanced processors for 
smartphones, tablet comput-
ers, medical devices and other 
products.

Beijing has invested bil-
lions of dollars in develop-
ing its own industry, which 
supplies low-end chips for 
autos and appliances but can-
not support the latest smart-
phones, tablet computers, 

medical devices and other 
products.

Chips are China’s biggest 
import at more than $400 bil-
lion a year, ahead of crude oil.

That concentration has 
fueled concern in the united 
States and Europe about re-
lying too heavily on supplies 
from East Asia. The u.S. gov-
ernment is trying to expand 
America’s production capac-
ity.

Overall, China is Taiwan’s 
biggest trading partner, taking 
more than twice as much of its 
exports as the united States, 
the island’s no. 2 foreign mar-
ket.

Beijing has tried to use 
access to its markets to un-
dermine Tsai and other Tai-
wanese leaders it accuses of 
pursuing independence.

The Communist Party also 
has used military action in the 
past to try to hurt Taiwanese 
leaders by disrupting the is-
land’s economy.

The mainland tried to 
drive voters away from then-
President lee Teng-hui ahead 
of the island’s first direct pres-
idential elections in 1996 by 
firing missiles into shipping 
lanes.

That forced shippers to 
cancel voyages and raised in-
surance costs but backfired 
by allowing lee to brag about 
standing up to Beijing in front 
of cheering supporters.

China blocks some Taiwan imports but avoids chip disruptions

Customers buy fruit at a stall in Taipei, Taiwan, Sept. 20, 2021. China has blocked imports of citrus and 
fish from Taiwan in retaliation for a visit to the self-ruled island by a top American lawmaker but avoided 
sanctions on Taiwanese processor chips for Chinese assemblers of smartphones and other electronics, a 
step that would send shockwaves through the global economy.
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Cold showers, no lights: Europe 
saves as Russian gas wanes

Fanning out like urban guerrillas 
through Paris’ darkened streets 
well after midnight, the anti-waste 
activists shinny up walls and drain 
pipes, reaching for switches to 

turn off the lights.
Click. Click. Click.
One by one, the outdoor lights that 

stores had left on are extinguished. It’s one 
small but symbolic step in a giant leap of en-
ergy saving that Europe is trying to make as 
it rushes to wean itself off natural gas and 
oil from Russia so factories aren’t forced to 
close and homes stay heated and powered.

Engineer Kevin Ha and his equally nim-
ble friends had been acting against waste-
ful businesses in Paris long before Russia 
started cutting energy supplies to Europe 
in a battle of wills over Moscow’s invasion 
of Ukraine. As such, the campaigners were 
precursors of the energy economy drive be-
coming all the rage in France, Germany and 
elsewhere. Their message — that everyone 
can contribute — is almost word-for-word 
what public officials from cabinet ministers 
to mayors are saying now, too.

“Everyone can have a positive impact at 
their own level, by adopting good practices, 
by doing the right things to reduce their 
overall energy footprint,” the 30-year-old 
Ha said on a recent night of light-extin-
guishing on the Champs-Élysées boulevard.

The stakes are high. If Russia severs the 
supplies of gas it has already drastically re-
duced, authorities fear Europe risks becom-
ing a colder, darker and less-productive 
place this winter. It’s imperative to econo-
mize gas now so it can be squirreled away 
for burning later in homes, factories and 
power plants, officials say.

“Europe needs to be ready,” said Euro-
pean Commission President Ursula von der 
Leyen. “To make it through the winter, as-
suming that there is a full disruption of Rus-
sian gas, we need to save gas to fill our gas 
storages faster. And to do so, we have to re-
duce our gas consumption. I know that this 
is a big ask for the whole of the European 
Union, but it is necessary to protect us.” And 
although Europe is scrambling to get energy 
from elsewhere, any difficulties this winter 
could be a harbinger of worse to come if 
Russian gas supplies are completely severed 
and stay off through 2023, said France’s 
minister overseeing energy, Agnès Pannier-
Runacher.

“If gas deliveries are cut by the end of 
the year, that will mean we’ll have a full year 
without Russian gas, so the following winter 
could be even harder,” Pannier-Runacher 
told French senators.

Hence the mounting appeals — already 
familiar to exasperated parents of wasteful 
teenagers everywhere — for Europeans to 
take shorter showers, switch off power sock-
ets and otherwise do what they can.

Germany had been getting about a third 
of its gas from Russia, making the EU’s big-
gest economy and most populous nation 
conspicuously vulnerable. Energy saving is 
in full swing, with lights going off, public 

pools becoming chillier and thermostats be-
ing adjusted.

The glass dome of the Reichstag, the 
parliament building in Berlin, is going dark 
after it closes to visitors at midnight, and 
two facades will no longer be lit. Legislators’ 
office temperatures will drop by 2 degrees to 
20 Celsius (68 Fahrenheit) this winter. Ber-
lin City Hall, the Jewish Museum, two opera 
houses and the landmark Victory Column 
with panoramic views are among about 200 
sites in the German capital that will no long-
er be lit at night.

Saunas are closing in Munich’s munici-
pal swimming pools, which have chillier wa-
ter now, too. There’ll only be cold showers 
at public pools in Hannover, part of a plan 
by the northern city to cut its energy use by 
15%.

“The sum of all the contributions will 
help us get through this winter and be pre-
pared for the next one,” said Robert Habeck, 
Germany’s vice chancellor and economy 
minister. He also told news weekly Der 
Spiegel he has slashed the time he spends 
showering.

“It will be a demanding, stony road, but 
we can manage it,” he said.

With a campaign dubbed “Flip the 
Switch,” the Netherlands’ government is 
urging showers of no more than five min-
utes, using sun shades and fans instead of 
air conditioning, and air-drying laundry.

Under a law passed Monday in often-
sweltering Spain, offices, stores and hospi-
tality venues will no longer be allowed to set 
their thermostats below 27 degrees Celsius 
(81 degrees Fahrenheit) in summer, nor 

raise them above 19 degrees Celsius in win-
ter.

Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez asked of-
fice workers to ditch neckties, presumably 
to lessen the temptation to use air condi-
tioning. He led by example, appearing at a 
news conference in an open-necked shirt.

The Italian government also is recom-
mending limits on heating and cooling in 
public buildings.

In France, the government is targeting a 
10% reduction in energy use by 2024, with 
an “energy sobriety” drive. Mayors are also 
waging their own war on waste, with fines 
introduced for air-conditioned or heated 
stores that leave front doors open; others 
are working to limit the pain of soaring en-
ergy prices.

The 8,000 residents of Aureilhan, in the 

foothills of the Pyrenees in southwestern 
France, have been adjusting to nights with-
out street lights since July 11. Extinguishing 
all 1,770 of them from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. will 
save money that Mayor Yannick Boubée 
would rather spend on roads and other 
maintenance. Otherwise, he said, the town’s 
84,000-euro ($86,000) lighting bill in 2021 
was on course to nearly triple next year.

“When it comes down to it, there’s no 
reason to keep the lights on at night,” he 
said by phone. “It is shaking up our way of 
thinking.” Next will be convincing towns-
people to agree to less-heated classrooms 
when schools reopen.

“We’re going to ask parents to put a 
pullover on their children, all measures that 
don’t cost anything,” he said. “We have no 
choice, unfortunately.”

Hadj Benhalima from the the collective ‘On the Spot’ jumps to turn off lights during a night of action where they extinguished the lights on dozens of storefronts in Paris, Friday, July 29. The collective 
had been acting against wasteful businesses in Paris long before Russia started cutting energy supplies to Europe in a battle of wills over Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine. As such, the campaigners were 
precursors of the energy economy drive becoming all the rage in France, Germany and elsewhere.
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TO understand the impact 
of surging inflation on this 
year’s back-to-school spend-
ing, look no further than chil-
dren’s rain boots with motifs 
like frogs and ladybugs made 
by Washington Shoe Co.

Spending held steady for 
these evergreen items even 
after the Kent, Washington-
based business was forced to 
pass along 15% price increas-
es in January to its retail cli-
ents because of soaring trans-
portation costs. But by May, 
as gas and food prices also 
surged, shoppers abruptly 
shifted away from the $35 
higher-end rain boots to the 
no-frills versions that run $5 
to $10 cheaper, its CEO Karl 
Moehring said.

“We are seeing consumers 
shift down,” said Moehring, 
noting dramatic 20% sales 
swings in opposite directions 
for both types of products. 
“Wages are not keeping up 
with inflation.” This back-
to-school shopping season, 
parents — particularly in the 
low to middle income bracket 
— are focusing on the basics 
while also trading down to 
cheaper stores amid surging 

inflation, which hit a new 40-
year high in June.

Last week, Walmart not-
ed higher prices on gas and 
food are forcing shoppers 
to make fewer purchases of 
discretionary items, particu-
larly clothing. Best Buy, the 
nation’s largest consumer 
electronics chain, cited that 
inflation has dampened con-
sumer spending on gadgets. 
Both companies cut their 
profit forecasts as a result.

Such financial struggles 
amid the industry’s second-
most important shopping 
season behind the winter 
holidays mark a big differ-
ence from a year ago when 
many low-income shoppers, 
flush with government stim-
ulus and buoyed by wage in-
creases, spent freely.

Matt Priest, CEO of trade 
group Footwear Distribu-
tors & Retailers of America, 
noted that last year, the 
group’s retail members saw 
a noticeable uptick in online 
sales mid-month when shop-
pers received their monthly 
child tax credit checks that 
amounted to a couple of hun-
dred dollars. This season, 
without that bump, he ex-
pects shoppers will buy fewer 

shoes for their children and 
rely on private label brands.

Inflation has squeezed 
household finances for Jes-
sica Reyes, 34, who took her 
daughters Jalysa, 7, and Je-
nesis, 5, to a “Back to School 
Bash” event last month in 
the Chicago’s northside that 
offered free backpacks filled 

with supplies for students.
“I feel like everything is 

going up these days,” she said 
at the event. ”We’re a one-in-
come household right now... 
so I think it’s greatly affected 
us in all areas, in bills and in 
house necessities and school 
necessities.” Out shopping, 
her girls were drawn to the 

school supplies featuring TV 
characters and animals they 
love, but she’ll focus on the 
plain versions.

“They want the cute ones, 
you know, the kitty ones. And 
those are always more expen-
sive than the simple ones. 
And same thing with folders, 
or notebooks, or pencils,” 
Reyes said.

Earlier, Manny Colon and 
his daughters Jubilee, 8, and 
Audrey, 5, stopped by the 
back-to-school event to pick 
out backpacks.

Colon, 38, works at 
his daughters’ elementary 
school. He said his spouse 
has had to pick up extra work 
because of high prices for 
school supplies, groceries 
and gas.

“I think it’s definitely im-
pacted us,” he said.

Multiple forecasts point 
to a solid back-to-school 
shopping season.

Mastercard Spending-
Pulse, which tracks spending 
across all payment forms in-
cluding cash, forecasts back-
to-school spending will be up 
7.5% from July 14 through 
Sept. 5 compared with the 
year-ago period when sales 
rose 11%. For the 2020 

back-to-school period, sales 
fell 0.8% as the pandemic 
wreaked havoc on schools’ 
reopening plans and back-
to-school shopping.

Still, higher prices are 
propping up much of the 
numbers.

A basket of roughly a 
dozen supply items showed a 
price increase of nearly 15% 
on average for this back-to-
school season compared with 
a year ago, according to retail 
analytics firm DataWeave. 
The price of backpacks are 
up nearly 12% to an average 
of $70, for example.

Back 2 School America, 
an Illinois-based nonprofit 
that distributes back-to-
school kits to kids from low-
income families, has seen “a 
significant increase in costs 
of supplies,” including a 10% 
increase from their vendor 
with another possible mark-
up on the way, said the or-
ganization’s CEO Matthew 
Kurtzman. And shipping 
costs have also gone up.

Thanks to increased sup-
port this year, Back 2 School 
America will be able to cover 
the new costs and is on track 
to distribute more kits than 
ever before — 12,000 so far, 

and more than 30,000 by 
the end of August, Kurtzman 
said. But the funding isn’t 
guaranteed in the future as 
worries about a recession in-
crease.

etailers face big challeng-
es to get shoppers to spend, 
particularly on clothing.

Walmart said last week 
it was taking extra discounts 
on clothing to clear out in-
ventory. Analysts believe 
those sales will exert more 
pressure on other rivals to 
discount more to stay com-
petitive. However, Walmart 
said it’s encouraged by the 
early signs for sales of school 
supplies.

Meanwhile, Gap’s low-
price Old Navy division is 
guaranteeing a price freeze 
on its denim from July 29 
through the end of Septem-
ber.

As for Washington Shoe, 
Moehring said he’s shifting 
production away from higher 
priced children’s boots to 
more value-priced products 
in the months ahead. The 
company still sees annual 
sales ahead of last year, but 
he’s being cautious.

“I believe it is a muddy 
outlook, “ he said.

Inflation weighs on back-to-school buying for many families

Shoppers look for school supplies deals at a Target store, Wednes-
day, July 27, 2022, in South Miami, Fla. This back-to-school shop-
ping season, parents, particularly in the low to middle income 
bracket, are focusing on the basics like no frills rainboots, while 
also trading down to cheaper stores, including second-hand cloth-
ing, as surging inflation takes a toll on their household budgets.
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Pogba reportedly 
opts against surgery 

in boost to his 
World Cup hopes

STATS PERFORM/DPA
BERLIN 

PAUL Pogba has reportedly 
opted for therapy over surgery 
after meeting with a specialist 
to discuss his knee injury, and 
may even be back playing in 
just five weeks.

Having left Manchester 
United to return to Turin, Pog-
ba was hoping for a fresh start, 
only to suffer a knee injury in 
the early weeks of his second 
spell with Juventus.

The France midfielder com-
plained of his injury while with 
Juve on their pre-season tour 
of the United States, and initial 
checks led the Italian club to 
announce he had suffered a le-
sion of the lateral meniscus.

There were fears the 
29-year-old could miss the 
rest of the calendar year if he 
opted for surgery.

However, according 
to Gazzetta dello Sport, 

Pogba consulted with world-
renowned knee surgeon Pro-
fessor Bertrand Sonnery-
Cottet in Lyon and it was 
agreed he would undergo ther-
apy over surgery, meaning he 
should be back in action in ap-
proximately five weeks.

Pogba was a key part of 
the France team that lifted 
the World Cup in 2018, and 
this news will be a boost to 
his chances of being fully fit to 
help defend the trophy in Qa-
tar later this year.

Pogba spent four years at 
Juve between 2012 and 2016, 
winning four Serie A titles in 
that period before moving to 
United for a then world record 
fee of  $107 million.

The World Cup begins on 
November 21 in Qatar, and 
France boss Didier Deschamps 
would want 91-cap Pogba to 
have proven his fitness well 
in advance of the tournament 
getting under way.

In this file photo taken on March 25, 2022, France’s mdfielder Paul 
Pogba kicks the ball during the friendly between France and Ivory 
Coast at the Velodrome Stadium in Marseille, southern France. (AFP)

Canada’s Davies to 
donate Qatar World Cup 

earnings to charities
DPA

MUNICH 

BAYERN Munich full 
back Alphonso Davies 
has said he will donate 
his World Cup bonuses 
later this year to chari-
ties in Canada which he 
will be representing at 
the tournament in Qatar.

Davies, whose par-
ents are from Liberia, 
was born in a refugee 
camp in Ghana and at 
the age of five came  
to Canada with his  
parents.

Davies obtained Ca-
nadian citizenship in 
2017 and the same year 

made his national 
team debut at age 16. He 
joined Bayern in 2019.

Canada has now qual-
ified for the World Cup 
for the first time since 
1986, and Davies said on 
social media he wants to 
give something back.

“Canada welcomed 
me and my family & gave 
us the opportunity for a 
better life. It enabled me 
to live my dreams,” he 
said on Twitter.

“It’s a great honour 
to play for Canada and I 
want to give back, so I’ve 
decided that I will donate 
this year’s World Cup 
earnings to charity.”

Bayern Munich’s Canadian midfielder Alphonso Davies holds 
the trophy after the German Supercup between RB Leipzig and 
FC Bayern Munich in Leipzig on Sunday. (AFP)

Dala double as Al Wakrah  
rally to beat Al Duhail 4-2

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

AL Wakrah rallied from be-
ing a goal down to beat last 
season’s runners-up Al Du-
hail 4-2 in a thrilling Week 1 
clash of the QNB Stars League 
2022-23 season at the Educa-
tion City Stadium on Tuesday.

The match was tied 1-1 at 
half time.

While the goals for Al Du-
hail came from Murad Naji 
(Own Goal 15th minute) and 
Michael Olunga (50th min-
ute), the goal-scorers for Al 
Wakrah were Trent Sainsbury 
(45th minute), Jacinto Dala 
(54th and 90th minute), and 
Omid Ebrahimi (68th minute, 
Penalty).

Having suffered an early 
setback, when Murad Naji 
while trying to cut off an Al Du-
hail cross he erred and put the 
ball into his own goal, Al Wak-
rah rallied superbly to counter 
a charged up Red Knights.

Just before half time, Al 
Wakrah’s latest acquisition 
Australian Trent Sainsbury 
(who has played for a number 
of clubs in Australia, Holland, 
Italy, China and Belgium) 
showed his class making a 
beautiful header being left 
unmarked. Sainsbury was fed 
with the perfect ball from a 
corner kick by Murad Naji, 
making amends for his earlier 
mistake.

The match went into an 
overdrive straight up in the 
second half with Al Duhail’s 
Kenyan striker Michael Olun-
ga scoring with a header after 
being provided with a superb 
long left-foot pass by Belgian 
winger Edmilson Junior from 
outside the box (2-1).

Minutes later, Al Wak-
rah equalized when Angolan 
Jacinto “Gelson” Dala made 
the most of a lapse from Al 
Duhail captain Luiz Martin 
Junior in the midfield. 

Martin failed to control the 
ball while receiving a pass and 
Dala latched on to the chance 
running into the penalty area 
where he dribbled past three 
players to score (2-2).

Al Wakrah regained the 
lead in the 68th minute when 
Dala made a cross to substi-
tute Ismail Mahmoud but his 
shot was staved off by an agile 
Al Duhail goalkeeper Moham-
med Al Bakri. 

Al Wakrah’s Omid Ebra-
himi was then tackled by Luiz 
Martin from behind stepping 
on to his shoe and the referee 
Abdulrahman Al Jassim sig-
naled to the spot. 

Ebrahimi coolly scored the 
penalty shooting into the right 
corner (3-2).

The joy for Al Wakrah was 
doubled towards the end when 
Dala returned to benefit from 
another defensive lapse. Cut-
ting off from a Ferjani Sassi 
cross, Dala ran all the way 
with the ball at ease to beat the 
goalkeeper much to the delight 
of his team and the fans (4-2).

Al Duhail’s Argentine 
coach Hernan Crespo was dis-
appointed with his team’s los-
ing start to the league. 

Speaking after the match 
he said, “Of course, Al Wakrah 
played a good game, but I feel 
that today we played against 
ourselves and did not take ad-
vantage of our chances. 

“It is important for me 
to say that after many years 
of experience in the field of 
football that the first matches 
of tournaments usually have 
an unexpected result and do 
not come out as pictured, but 
many teams start to develop 
and achieve positive results 
after the match. We must con-
tinue to work and correct mis-
takes, and our players must 
give a hundred and ten of their 
efforts on and off the field,” 
Crespo added.

Al Wakrah’s Angolan forward Jacinto “Gelson” Dala (centre) in action during the Week 1 match of the QNB Stars League against Al Rayyan at 
the Education City Stadium on Wednesday. Dala scored in the 54th and 90th minute of the match. 

Al Wakrah’s Omid Ebrahimi cel-
ebrates with the fans after scor-
ing at the Education City Stadium 
on Wednesday. 

Al Shamal get the better of Al Rayyan 1-0
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

AL Shamal rode on substitute 
Mohamed El Sayed’s 86th 
minute goal to beat Al Rayyan 
1-0 in the final match of Week 
1 of the QNB Stars League 
new 2022-23 season at the 
Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium 
on Wednesday.

The first half was goalless 
but saw some exciting mo-
ments including a VAR Check 
penalty to Al Rayyan in the 
40th minute which was later 
cancelled by the referee Ab-
dulla Ali Athba after re-con-
firming with the officials.

The VAR Check was a re-
sultant after Tameem Man-
sour of Al Rayyan was checked 
by Landre Loick of Al Shamal 
just on the edge of the box but 
as it seemed outside the line. 
Yohan Boli had stepped up to 
take the spot kick but the ref-
eree called it off and rightly so.

In the 46th minute, Ab-
delaziz Mitwali of Al Shamal 
was flashed with a yellow card 
for his wrong tackle against a 

charging Boli.
In the 61st minute, Al 

Rayyan’s French star Steven 
Nzonzi’s header was well held 

by the rival goalkeeper Babac-
ar Seck.

Soon, Al Rayyan’s Ahmed 
Yasser was hamstrung while 
moving in menacingly inside 
the box. He was substituted by 
Khalid Muftah.

In the 73rd minute, Matias 
Nani’s header was stopped 
from going in by goalkeeper 
Seck who stretched to his right 
to make the save.

The winning moment for 
Al Shamal arrived when after a 
fine move Mohamed El Sayed 
(nicknamed Jedoo) safely sent 
the ball into the goal.

Al Rayyan tried hard in 
the dying minutes and one po-
tential strike of Boli was well 
headed off by Ali Olwan of 
Al Shamal to ensure valuable 
three points for the team.

Al Shamal’s Moroccan 
coach Hicham Zahid was de-
lighted with his team’s open-
ing win. “We are happy with 
the victory over Al Rayyan and 
we always strive for the best. 
We achieved a valuable victory 
at the expense of a great team, 
and I hope that this will moti-
vate us in the coming period of 
the league,” he said.

Al Shamal players celebrate their win over Al Rayyan in the final clash of the opening week of QNB Stars 
League at the Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium on Wednesday.
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Iran determined to 
make Qatar World 
Cup knockouts: 
Jahanbakhsh

AS thousands of Ira-
nians poured on to 
the streets across the 
nation to celebrate a 
famous victory over 

USA at France 1998, four-
year-old Alireza Jahan-
bakhsh wasn’t fully aware 
of just how much the FIFA 
World Cup means. Twenty-
four years later, however, as 
he prepares to lead out Team 
Melli in an identical occa-
sion, the memories of that 
collective joy still live with 
him.

It is a joy he first expe-
rienced a few months ear-
lier as Iran, led by legends 
like Karim Bagheri, Mehdi 
Mahdavikia and Ali Daei, 
returned to the World Cup 
after a 20-year absence. 

The West Asians needed 
a play-off against Australia, 
and it was a late Khodadad 
Azizi strike at Melbourne 
Cricket Ground that sent 
them through on away goals.

“Last World Cup we were 
quite close,“ 
he said. “We 
have the same 
ambition now, 
to work hard 
for our na-
tion as a team. 
We know mil-
lions of Irani-
ans back home 
and around 
the world are 
looking forward to seeing us 
performing and making them 
proud. You never know. It’s 
such a tough group we are in, 
but we will work hard and do 
our best to achieve big things 
in Qatar.

“We made it three times 
in a row, but making it to the 
next round is our aim now.”

From watching Ronaldo 
on television, young Jahan-
bakhsh’s career took a dras-
tic turn just before his 20th 
birthday. The forward, then 
playing his football for do-
mestic minnows Damash Gi-
lan, impressed playing for the 
Iran U-19s and was spotted 
by a Dutch scout named Car-
los Aalbers, at the time work-
ing for provincial side NEC 
Nijmegen, who snapped him 
up in 2013.

Jahanbakhsh represent-
ed the likes of AZ and Fey-
enoord and became the first 
Asian player to finish as top 
scorer in a major European 
league, bagging 21 goals in 
2017/18.

Months after his Dutch 
move, Jahanbakhsh received 
his first international call-up 
from Carlos Queiroz. Mak-
ing his debut alongside him 
was then Rubin Kazan strik-
er Sardar Azmoun, while a 
third youngster, Mehdi Tare-
mi, was handed his maiden 
call-up a few months earlier. 
The trio would go on to form 
the spine of the Team Melli 
attack, amassing 183 caps 
and 80 goals between them.

“The three of us have 
been playing together for 
around six or seven years,” 
said Jahanbakhsh. 

“We have had a lot of 

good players up front, but 
mainly it has been us three 
and thank God we have done 
well so far.”

“When I started playing 
football, I would never have 
thought I would play in the 
World Cup. But it will not 
only be me making it to a 
third World Cup with Iran 
hopefully.” 

The route to making 
their nation proud starts at 
Khalifa International Sta-
dium, where Jahanbakhsh 
is set to line up against many 
of the names he faced in 
his three years at Brighton 
and Hove Albion, a difficult 
time in the life of a player 
whose highlight was scoring 
a Premier League Goal of 
the Month with an exquisite 
bicycle-kick against Chelsea 
in January 2020.

“I played against many of 
this England team during my 
time there,” he said. “They 
have three to four world-
class players in every posi-

tion, so they 
are one of the 
favourites to 
win the World 
Cup and that 
says enough 
about this 
team and the 
quality they 
have as a team 
and individu-
ally.

“We are going to do our 
best and that’s the most im-
portant thing. It’s the same 
situation with USA and Wales 
– they have a lot of good play-
ers who will come to do their 
best at the World Cup.”

Four years earlier, Iran 
found themselves in the so-
called group of death along-
side Spain, Portugal and 
Morocco. Jahanbakhsh & 
Co held Portugal to a draw 
and beat Morocco. A missed 
Taremi chance against Rui 
Patricio was the difference 
between first-phase elimi-
nation and the Round of 16, 
and Jahanbakhsh believes 
reaching that milestone is 
inevitable for his country.

It is not just England that 
will stand in Iran’s way come 
November. A replay of that 
1998 clash against USA at 
Al Thumama Stadium could 
prove the decider on the final 
matchday of Group B and for 
Jahanbakhsh, the challenge 
of facing the likes of Chris-
tian Pulisic, Giovanni Reyna 
and Weston McKennie is a 
totally different type of chal-
lenge to that faced by Daei 
and Co 24 years ago.

“It is quite a big thing for 
our country to play in the 
World Cup, but in this game, 
we think of nothing beyond 
that,“ he said. “

“We have never made it 
to the Round of 16, so that is 
our biggest aim, but we play 
in one of the toughest groups 
with England, the US and 
Wales. But if I want to say 
my dream, it would be to do 
our best first, then to make it 
to the second round. That’s 
what’s on our minds.”

Iran’s attacking midfielder Alireza Jahanbakhsh.

Ronaldo’s ‘unacceptable’ early 
exit from friendly irks Ten Hag

PA MEDIA/DPA
LONDON 

ERIK ten Hag says it was “unac-
ceptable” for Cristiano Ronaldo 
and other Manchester United 
players to leave Old Trafford be-
fore the end of Sunday’s friendly 
against Rayo Vallecano.

After taking a strong team 
to Oslo to face Atletico Madrid 
on Saturday, the Red Devils 
wrapped up the pre-season 
preparations against another 
Spanish side the following day.

United drew 1-1 with Rayo 
at Old Trafford as star man 
Ronaldo made his first ap-

pearance of pre-season, play-
ing the first 45 minutes.

The 37-year-old missed the 
pre-season tour of Thailand and 
Australia due to a family issue, 
and the wantaway forward was 
pictured with Diogo Dalot leav-
ing Sunday’s game before full-
time. Ten Hag did not speak to 
the media after the match but 
has now laid bare his annoy-
ance to broadcaster Viaplay.

“There were many more 
(as well as Ronaldo) who went 
home,” the United boss said.

Asked if he condoned it, Ten 
Hag said: “Certainly not, this is 
unacceptable for everyone. I tell 
them that it’s unacceptable, that 
we are a team, a squad and that 
you should stay until the end.” 

Ten Hag will take charge 
of his first competitive match 
as United manager on Sunday 
when Brighton arrive at Old 
Trafford in the Premier League.

Manchester United’s Portuguese 
striker Cristiano Ronaldo passes 
the ball during a pre-season club 
friendly between Manchester 
United and Rayo Vallecano at 
Old Trafford in Manchester, north 
west England, on Sunday. (AFP)

About 68% of PL players endured Twitter 
abuse in first 2021-22 half: Ofcom Report

PA MEDIA/DPA
LONDON 

AROUND 68 per cent of Pre-
mier League footballers were 
subjected to abuse on Twitter 
in the first half of last season, 
according to an Ofcom report.

The regulator teamed up 
with The Alan Turing Insti-
tute - UK’s national institute 
for data science and artificial 
intelligence - to analyse more 
than 2.3 million tweets sent to 
top-flight players during the 
first five months of the 2021-
22 campaign and found that 
almost 60,000 were abusive.

It revealed 418 of the 618 
players analysed received at 
least one abusive tweet, with 
eight per cent of the abuse aimed 
at a protected characteristic, 

such as their race or gender.
Around half of the abusive 

messages were targeted at 12 
specific players, who received 
on average 15 abusive tweets 
every day.

Manchester United play-
ers made up eight of the most 
top 10 abused players, with 
Cristiano Ronaldo and Harry 
Maguire receiving the most 
anti-social messages.

The study used new tech-
nology that can decipher 
whether tweets are abusive, 
while 3,000 random tweets 
were also manually reviewed. 
Of those 3,000 tweets, over 
half were positive, 27 per cent 
were neutral, 12.5 per cent 
were critical and 3.5 per cent 
were abusive.

Twitter was chosen due 

to its popularity with players, 
previous history of abuse and 
because it makes data avail-
able for research.

However, the Application 
Programming Interface (API) 
does not take into account the 
safeguards put in place.

Ofcom is preparing to 
regulate tech companies un-
der new Online Safety laws, 
which will introduce rules for 

sites, apps, search engines and 
messaging platforms aimed at 
protecting users.

“These findings shed light 
on a dark side to the beautiful 
game,” Ofcom group director for 
broadcasting and online content 
Kevin Bakhurst said. “Online 
abuse has no place in sport, nor 
in wider society, and tackling it 
requires a team effort.

“Social media firms needn’t 

wait for new laws to make their 
sites and apps safer for users. 
When we become the regulator 
for online safety, tech compa-
nies will have to be really open 
about the steps they’re taking 
to protect users. We will expect 
them to design their services 
with safety in mind.

Twitter, which says it did 
not receive any of the abusive 
tweets included in the report, 
is committed to eradicating 
abuse and recently conducted 
research using its own tech-
nology that found 38,000 
abusive tweets were sent last 
season. It also removed more 
than 38,000 abusive tweets.

The social media company 
received fewer than 1,000 re-
ports of abusive tweets from 
its reporting partner and is 
now focusing on reducing 
the burden on the victims by 
identifying abuse itself using 
its own technology and third-
party safety tools.

Harry Maguire of Manchester United.

Manchester United players made up eight of the most 
top 10 abused players, with Cristiano Ronaldo and 

Harry Maguire receiving the most anti-social messages

Exciting new sports season 
gets underway on beIN Sports

BEIN MEDIA GROUP 
(“beIN”), the global 
sports, media, and en-
tertainment group, and 
its flagship sports chan-

nel beIN SPORTS, will bring 
a new exceptional 2022/23 
sports season to audiences’ 
screens for the remainder of the 
year, live and exclusively across 
all 24 countries of the Middle 
East and North Africa (MENA).

With the summer’s sport-
ing tournaments almost over, 
beIN’s millions of viewers 
and subscribers can look for-
ward to mammoth sporting 
events, including the English 
Premier League, UEFA Cham-
pions League, LaLiga, Ligue1, 
Europa League, UEFA Super 
Cup, UEFA Europa Conference 
League, AFCON qualifiers, CAF 
Super Cup, 2022 US Open, 
NBA, FIBA EuroBasket 2022, 
2022 FIBA Women’s Bas-
ketball World Cup, the Padel 
World Championship, and 
more, leading up to the world’s 
most prestigious event: the 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.

Commenting on beIN’s 
unparalleled sports offering, 
Duncan Walkinshaw, Director 
of Programs at beIN MENA, 
said: “Next season will be to-
tally unique, as we witness a 
football calendar like never be-
fore. We are delighted to bring 
the very best premium sport-
ing events from the remain-
der of 2022 exclusively to our 
audiences across MENA. beIN 
remains committed to provid-
ing outstanding coverage and 
exclusive content that brings 
viewers right into the heart of 
the action. We’re also raising 
the bar with our coverage this 
year ensuring we’re fully pre-
pared to provide the best ever 

coverage of the greatest show 
on earth, the FIFA World Cup 
Qatar 2022.”

The Return of the Football 
Leagues The football season 
kicks off this weekend, on Fri-
day 5th August, 21:30 MECCA, 
with the return of the EPL and 
Ligue 1. Crystal Palace and Ar-
senal will go head to head on 
beIN SPORTS PREMIUM 1, 
beIN SPORTS ENGLISH 1 and 
4K. Lyon will play against AC 
Ajaccio over on beIN SPORTS 
2. All the returning matches 
from both leagues will be live 
and exclusive with Arabic and 
English commentary across 
the weekend.

The UEFA Super Cup 
2022 is live and exclusive 
on Wednesday 10th August, 
from 22:00 MECCA on beIN 
SPORTS PREMIUM 1, beIN 
SPORTS ENGLISH 1 and beIN 
4K. Real Madrid and Frankfurt 
will finally meet again, after 62 
years, in a repeat of one of the 
most famous fixtures in the 
history of European Football, 
when Real Madrid won 7–3 in 
front of a crowd of over 127,000 
people at Glasgow’s Hampden 
Park stadium, a game which is 
still holds the highest attend-
ance for a European Cup final.

The global broadcaster will 

continue the excitement by ex-
clusively broadcasting the new 
LaLiga season, coverage gets 
underway on Friday 12th Au-
gust, 22:00 MECCA, on beIN 
SPORTS PREMIUM 1 and 
beIN 4K. The opening week-
end will include one Madrid 
derby, with Getafe hosting 
Atlético Madrid.

Coinciding with the oth-
er major European tourna-
ments, the AFC Champions 
League 2022 (East) Round of 
16 matches will be played on 
Thursday 18 th August (11:00 
MECCA) and Friday 19th Au-
gust (14:00 MECCA). The 
quarter-finals will air on Mon-
day 22nd August, and semi-fi-
nals on Thursday 25th August, 
with all battles to be decided 
over single-leg ties. All match-
es can be found live on beIN’s 
brand new AFC channels.

beIN’s best-in-class tal-
ent and commentators will 
be on hand to present in the 
studios, including Mohammed 
Saadoun Al Kuwari, Tariq Al 
Hammad, Mohannad Al Jali, 
Mohamed Aboutrika, Wael 
Gomaa, Rafik Saifi, Tarak Dhi-
ab, Abdulaziz al Sulaiti, and 
many more plus Richard Keys 
and Andy Gray for the English 
channels.

Osaka wins at Silicon Valley 
Classic, Raducanu advances

STATS PERFORM/DPA
NEW YORK 

NAOMI Osaka delivered a ter-
rific third set to defeat China’s 
Qinweng Zheng 6-4, 3-6, 6-1 
in the opening round of the 
Silicon Valley Classic.

Osaka’s serve was sharp 
and it carried her through the 
match, with 11 aces to Zheng’s 
three, while giving up one 
break of serve and securing 
three breaks herself.

After Zheng fought back to 
win the second set, Osaka was 
the steady head in the decider, 
allowing her opponent to im-
plode with three double-faults 
in crucial points to collect her 
first win since April.

Osaka will meet Coco Gauff 
in a star-studded second-
round matchup after Gauff 
dominated Anhelina Kalinina 
6-1, 6-0.

She was simply too pow-
erful for her Ukrainian op-
ponent, winning 89 per cent 
(25-of-28) of her first serves to 
never give Kalinina a chance.

Canada’s Bianca Andreescu 
was eliminated by American 

Shelby Rogers 6-4, 6-2, while 
Russia’s Veronika Kuderme-
tova won a hard-fought battle 
against Italy’s Camila Giorgi 
7-6 (7-2), 4-6, 7-5.

Meanwhile, in Washington 
at the Citi Open, Emma Radu-
canu looked in good touch as 
she handled the challenge of 
Louisa Chirico 6-4, 6-2 to ad-
vance to the second round.

Raducanu will meet Co-
lombia’s Camila Osorio after 
she beat American Sofia Kenin 
7-6 (7-2), 6-1, and top-20 tal-
ent Victoria Azarenka had no 
issues against Dayana Yas-
tremska to win 6-4, 6-0.

Australian Ajla Toml-
janovic continued her strong 
run of form with a convincing 
6-1, 6-4 win against Ameri-
can Sloane Stephens, and the 
Czech Republic’s Tereza Mar-
tincova recovered from a hor-
rible first set to defeat Xinyu 
Wang 0-6, 6-4, 6-4.

Germany’s Andrea Pet-
kovic cruised to a 6-2, 6-2 win 
against Denmark’s Clara Tau-
son, and Russia’s Anna Kalins-
kaya defeated American Madi-
son Brengle 6-3, 6-0.

Naomi Osaka of Japan reacts against Qinwen Zheng of China during 
the Mubadala Silicon Valley Classic, part of the Hologic WTA Tour, at 
Spartan Tennis Complex in San Jose, California, on Tuesday. (Getty/AFP)
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We have never made it to 
the Round of 16, so that is 
our biggest aim, but we 
play in one of the toughest 
groups with England, the 
US and Wales.
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 Quick read

FORMULA One boss Sefano Domenicalo hopes that Sebastian Vettel 
will remain close to the racing series after his retirement from driving. 
Four-time world champion Vettel had announced last week that he 
will quit when his Aston Martin contract expires after the season, and 
Domenicali told Wednesday’s edition of the Sport Bild weekly that the 
German could continue in another role in the sport. 
“Of course we want the connection to remain close. If he is interested 
in becoming part of our system, and if the ideas match, we would of 
course welcome him here,” Domenicali said. “Sebastian will always 
be connected to Formula One.” However, it remains to be seen 
whether Vettel will stay close to F1 because he said he is not seeking 
another career in the sport and also ruled out becoming a TV pundit. 
Vettel said he wants to spend more time with his family and strength-
en his social and environmental engagement. (DPA)

F1 boss Domenicali offers Vettel  
post-driving role in the sport

NASSER AL KHELAIFI MEETS PREMIER PADEL PLAYERS IN MADRID 

Nasser Al Khelaifi, President of Paris Saint-Germain and Chairman of Qa-
tar Sports Investments, the founding partner of Premier Padel, attended 
the Madrid Premier Padel P1 tournament on Tuesday -the second day 
of the main draw of the tournament. Al Khelaifi watched some matches 
with Luigi Carraro, FIP President, and also met with Premier Padel 
players.  Among the pairings that have advanced to the next round are 
P. Lima (BRA) /F. Stupaczuk (ARG), F. Chingotto (ARG)/J. Tello (ARG), F. 
Belasteguin (ARG)/A. Coello (ESP), M. Di Nenno (ARG)/F. Navarro(ESP) 
and top seeds A.Galan (ESP) and Lebron (ESP).  (TNN)

Our chase was clinical: Rohit after win over WI
ANI

BASSETERRE (ST KITTS AND NEVIS)

FOLLOWING a seven-wicket 
win over West Indies in the 
third T20I, Indian skipper Ro-
hit Sharma said that the chase 
was “clinical” and the team 
used the conditions really well.

A brilliant half-century 
from Suryakumar Yadav and 
his stand with batter Shreyas 
Iyer powered India to a seven-
wicket win over the hosts West 
Indies in the third T20I of 
five-match series on Wednes-
day. Captain Rohit had also 
suffered an injury during the 
match while batting and left 
the field retired hurt when he 
was at 11 off 5 balls.

“It is okay at the moment. 
We have got a few days till the 
next game, hopefully it should 
be okay (his injury). How we 
bowled in the middle overs 
was crucial. I thought we used 
the conditions well. Used the 
variations well. Was very clini-
cal how we chased. When you 
watched from the outside, did 

not feel a lot of risk was taken, 
was a lot of calmness in the 
middle. Surya batted brilliant-

ly, good partnership there with 
Iyer. The pitch had something 
in it for the bowlers, not an 

easy target. It was important 
to pick the right shots, right 
balls on a ground like that,” 

said Rohit at the post-match 
presentation.

The five-match series is 
currently in hands of India by 
2-1.

West Indies posted a to-
tal of 164/5 in their 20 overs, 
thanks to a superb half-century 
from Kyle Mayers, who scored 
73 off 50 balls with eight fours 
and four sixes. Other batters 
like Nicholas Pooran (22) and 
Rovman Powell (23) also post-
ed some notable contributions.

Bhuvneshwar Kumar was 
India’s pick of the bowlers with 
a spell of 2/35 in four overs.

Chasing 165, Indian cap-
tain Rohit Sharma got retired 
hurt while batting. Then Iyer 
and Suryakumar Yadav put 
on a superb stand which pow-
ered India to a victory. Ya-
dav scored an amazing 76 off 
44 balls. Rishabh Pant also 
played a solid knock of 33* off 
26 balls.

Yadav was adjudged as the 
‘Man of the Match’ for his bril-
liant half-century, his fifth in 
20 T20I innings.

India’s Suryakumar Yadav hits a four the third T20I match against West Indies at Warner Park in Basse-
terre, Saint Kitts and Nevis, on Tuesday. (AFP)

Players could boycott events if 
LIV rebels allowed back on PGA: 

Former Ryder Cup captain
PA MEDIA/DPA

LONDON 

PGA Tour players could take 
the “nuclear 
option” of 
boycotting 
events if 
LIV rebels 
successfully 
c h a l l e n g e 
their sus-
p e n s i o n s , 
according to 
former Ry-
der Cup cap-

tain Davis Love.
Love believes those who 

have remained loyal to the 
PGA Tour are “fed up” with 
the Saudi-backed breaka-
way, which will expand to a 
14-event league next year.

DP World Tour members 
who played in the inaugu-
ral LIV Golf event were fined 
£100,000 ($122,000) and 
banned from the Scottish 
Open, but won a court battle 
to get the punishments tem-
porarily stayed, pending de-
termination of a full appeal.

And Love thinks a similar 
legal challenge from players 
indefinitely suspended from 
the PGA Tour could spark a 
dramatic reaction.

“If the LIV guys sue and 
are allowed to play on the PGA 
Tour, the players are enough 
fed up with it,” Love said in a 
press conference ahead of the 
Wyndham Championship.

“We understand that we 
make the rules on the PGA 
Tour and the commissioner 
is enforcing our rules and we 
don’t want those guys playing, 
coming and cherry-picking 
our tournaments.

“We hold all the cards. We 
say to the FTC (Federal Trade 
Commission) and to Washing-
ton, ‘No, we support the rules. 
We don’t want those guys 
playing. We don’t care what 

the courts say’.
“The nuclear option is to 

say ‘Fine, if they have to play in 
our events we just won’t play’.” 

Being suspended by the 
PGA Tour means players such 
as Dustin Johnson, Brooks 
Koepka, Bryson DeChambeau 
and Patrick Reed cannot repre-
sent the United States in Sep-
tember’s Presidents Cup, when 
Love will captain the side.

“I told the players that I’ve 
talked to that have gone or 
thinking about going, it’s your 
decision and you do what’s right 
for you, but understand (the) 
consequences,” Love added.

“I tried to sound like my 
dad and I probably wasn’t very 
good at it.

“I didn’t argue. I said you 
can be Tiger Woods or you can 
be banned from the game, take 
your pick. But understanding 
the consequences, you signed 
up for these rules. I had to com-
mit by last Friday or I don’t get 
to play this week. I have to play 
15 tournaments or I don’t get to 
vote and I don’t get my retire-
ment money. You have rules 
that you have to adhere to.

“I said you’re fixing to 
break a rule that’s a big rule 
and you’re going to get penal-
ised for it.

“And Jay’s (Monahan, PGA 
Tour commissioner) been say-
ing it for a year and some of 
them understood that, some of 
them said it’s not going to hap-
pen, and some of them just flat 
out lied, (saying) ‘I’m not do-
ing this, I’m not doing that’.” 

Love admits that he was 
“dead wrong” to say six months 
ago that LIV was not going to 
happen and that Phil Mickel-
son would be the only player to 
jump ship, but added: “I don’t 
know what’s going to happen 
from here on out, but I know 
it’s going to be a fight and the 
players are getting more and 
more unified against it.”

Former Ryder 
Cup captain 
Davis Love.

COMMONWEALTH GAMES

Campbell lifts her way to gold with personal best
PA MEDIA/DPA

LONDON 

EMILY Campbell claimed 
weightlifting gold in the wom-
en’s +87kg category at the 
Commonwealth Games in Bir-
mingham.

The 28-year-old set a new 
personal best and Games re-
cord of 124kg in the snatch 
portion of the event, three kilo-
grams clear of reigning champi-
on Feagaiga Stowers of Samoa.

In front of a packed crowd 
at the NEC, the duo traded 
Games records with their 
opening clean-and-jerks, be-

fore Stowers failed on 154kg 
to confirm the gold medal for 
Campbell.

With two lifts still to go, 
Campbell raised the bar again 
with a successful lift of 157lb, 
before rounding off her com-
petition by executing 162kg, 
a new Commonwealth record 
that eclipsed her total score in 
the Tokyo Olympics by three 
kilograms.

Campbell had taken bronze 
on the Gold Coast four years 
ago, behind gold medallist 
Stowers, and it soon became 
apparent that the 21-year-old 
Samoan would be the biggest 

threat to her hopes of claiming 
the title on home soil.

Stowers matched Camp-
bell’s opening snatch lift of 
117kg, but failed in her first 
attempt at 121kg, which 
allowed the Nottingham 
weightlifter – with succes-
sive lifts of 121kg then a new 
Games record of 124kg - to 
move ahead at the halfway 
stage of the competition.

And there was little doubt 
about Campbell’s dominance 
as she delivered three consec-
utive clean-and-jerks to roar 
to victory in front of a delight-
ed packed home crowd.

Emily Campbell of Britan celebrates winning gold in the +87kg cat-
egory at the Commonwealth Games in Birmingham on Wednesday.

Richards triumphs in mountain bike after ‘terrible year’
PA MEDIA/DPA

LONDON 

EVIE Richards put a “terri-
ble year” behind her to storm 
to Commonwealth gold in 
Wednesday’s mountain bike 
race.

There was no sign of the 
back injury or multiple illness-
es that have plagued the world 
champion over the last six 
months as she rode clear on the 
first of the seven laps around 
Cannock Chase forest to im-
prove on the silver she took in 
Gold Coast four years ago.

There was one scare with 
two laps to go when she slid on 
a corner and had to remount 
but that was the only moment 
in the 95-minute race where a 
Richards win looked in doubt.

Though Richards had in-
sisted coming into the race 
she needed to “be realistic” 
about her chances given re-
cent setbacks, she was ulti-
mately a comfortable winner 
from Australia’s Zoe Cuthbert 
and South Africa’s Candice 
Lill, with Scotland’s Isla Short 
fourth.

“I’ve had a terrible year,” 

the 25-year-old said. “From 
being world champion last 
year this year has gone to 
shambles. I had a bad back in 
February and this is the first 
race with no pain, no tears. 
Just to finish a race, it sounds 
silly, but it’s such a special mo-
ment.

“I’ve had everything from 
Covid to a stomach bug in 
Brazil so just to put a race to-
gether and to finish without a 
bad back, to be healthy, really 
means the world to me.

“I knew I wasn’t the strong-
est but I just had to try. Some-
times I play it down to make it 
easier mentally, to take a bit 
of pressure off, but obviously 
I always want to win.” Rich-
ards, who grew up a little over 
an hour the other side of Bir-
mingham in Malvern, has had 
this day circled since the city 
was awarded these Games.

She has skipped two legs of 
the World Cup for the oppor-
tunity to ride in front of family 
and friends - her grandpar-

ents Jean and Cliff were able 
to watch her for the first time 
in six years - and took her re-
wards.

Richards attacked from 
the start, building a lead of 
over 30 seconds after just two 
laps. But Cuthbert was start-
ing to eat into it going into the 
final two laps, and the sight of 
her coming back forced Rich-
ards into a mistake.

“I was really shocked,” she 
said. “I’d felt calm and confi-
dent but coming into the arena 

I turned behind me and saw a 
rider. I had a little slip because 
I was quite surprised. I had 
very clear time splits from my 
team and it scared me.

“I thought, ‘Oh God, I’m 
going to have to do something 
special.’ Luckily I still had re-
serves, I put in a surge and 
managed to drop them but I 
scared myself.” 

The men’s race saw Sam 
Gaze successfully defend his 
title with New Zealand team-
mate Ben Oliver second.

England’s Evie Richards reacts during the medal presentation ceremony 
for the women’s Cross-country mountain bike at the Commonwealth 
Games at Cannock Chase Forest in England on Wednesday. (AFP)

England’s Evie Richards races in women’s Cross-country mountain 
bike event on day six of the Commonwealth Games at Cannock Chase 
Forest, Cannock, England, on Wednesday. (AFP)

FORMULA 2 champion Oscar Piastri on Tuesday evening refuted an 
announcement from Alpine that he will be driving for the team in For-
mula One next year. “I understand that, without my agreement, Alpine 
F1 have put out a press release late this afternoon that I am driving 
for them next year, Piastri said on Twitter. “This is wrong and I have 
not signed a contract with Alpine for 2023. I will not be driving for Al-
pine next year.” Piastri was announced by the French team as Esteban 
Ocon’s team-mate for the 2023 season on Tuesday afternoon, one 
day after Aston Martin said current Alpine driver Fernando Alonso will 
join them next year. Alpine team boss Otmar Szafanauer told news 
portal Autosport that the team only knew of Alonso’s decision when 
the Aston Martin’s press release was issued on Monday. (DPA)

F2 champion Piastri says he won’t be 
driving for Alpine next year



Pop-up exhibition ‘Across Borders, 
Textile Heritage’ to kick off on Aug 6

AS part of the ongoing celebrations 
of the 50th anniversary of the US-
Qatar diplomatic relations, a pop-
up exhibition ‘Across Borders, 

Textile Heritage’ will be held at M7, 
Abdullah Al Thani Street, Msheireb, 
Downtown, Doha from August 6 to 30.

Being organised by Qatar Museums, 
the exhibition is curated by contempo-
rary Latin American fashion designer 
and VCUQ graduate Lorenna Mis-
chelle in collaboration with Weaving in 
Doha. Her work is inextricably linked 
to the redefinition of tradition. She was 
brought up all over the world, enriched 
by many cultures, and studied in differ-
ent countries and regions.

As a result, her artwork and de-
signs have been inspired by her mod-
ern ‘nomadic’ upbringing, drawing 
from her Latin heritage.

M7 is Qatar’s epicenter for in-
novation and entrepreneurship in 
design, fashion and technology. 
It was established by Qatar Mu-
seums under the leadership of 
Her Excellency Sheikha Al Ma-
yassa bint Hamad bin Khalifa 
Al Thani.

M7 empowers designers to 
explore, collaborate and develop 
successful businesses. By provid-

ing all the necessary tools and expertise 
to designers to take ideas from concept 
to market, M7 responds to the chang-
ing demands of Qatar’s growing fashion 
and design industries.

QATAR-PERU TIES SET FOR FURTHER
EXPANSION, SAYS AMBASSADOR

P
ERU and Qatar 
share excellent 
relations and 
both countries are 
working hard to 

enhance ties in several sectors, 
the Ambassador of the Repub-
lic of Peru to Qatar HE Dr. 
Jose A. Benzaquen Perea said 
at a community get-together 
in the embassy premises.

“We are working on a 
comprehensive investment 
agreement, and we are also 
promoting our ties with Qatar 
in education, culture, health 
and sports fields,” he said 
while addressing community 
members who had gathered 
at the embassy to commemo-
rate Peru’s 201st Independ-
ence Day.

“Our Independence Day 
marks unity and stability. 
This day is celebrated by the 
whole country in a territory of 
more than one million square 
kilometres, in all Peruvian cit-
ies, and by the 3 million Peru-
vian community around the 
world,” the envoy said.

“We emphasize that the 
National Day of the Republic 
of Peru is not only a date for 
celebration, it’s also a great 
message that we do not re-
treat from dreams, no matter 

the difficulties,” he added.
Peru, the envoy noted, 

was undergoing massive eco-
nomic improvement in the 
last year “and we have the 
third lowest inflation rate at 
the regional level, in Latin 
America. Inflation in our 
country will be positioned 

in the third place during the 
next year with a rate of 3.3%. 
It is projected that inflation in 
Peru will occupy the second 
place in 2024 with 2.9% and 
with 2.7% in 2025”.

Geraldine Mory, a pas-
sionate teacher at a special 
needs Doha school, who’s 

been living in Qatar with her 
Sri Lankan husband, said 
that although her parents live 
in Qatar – her father is a pi-
lot with Qatar Airways – the 
National Day is one when she 
feels homesick and misses 
her country. She thanked the 
embassy of Peru for providing 
an opportunity to Peruvian 
expatriates to celebrate their 
National Day together.

Mariella Pamela Aza 
Santillan, a business devel-
opment consultant who ar-
rived in Qatar recently to 
establish an authentic Peru-
vian fine dining restaurant, 
also thanked the Peruvian 
embassy for organising the 
National Day celebrations 
along with the expatriate 
community. “It was a won-
derful feeling to be among 
compatriots and we had the 
opportunity to meet and get 
to know each other.”

Talking about Qatar, she 
said that although it was just 
a couple of months since she 
arrived here, she has come 
across a large number of na-
tionals from different coun-
tries. “I have learned about 
local culture and norms. Qa-
tar is so safe, so peaceful, that 
I just simply love Qatar.”

Alexandra Ravello, from 
Lima, the Capital of Peru, 
by profession a lawyer and 
by hobby a football player 
herself with the women’s lo-
cal team, is on her third visit 
to Qatar. She had come all 
the way to watch and sup-
port the Peru team against 
Australia in May. The last 
time she came to Qatar was 
to watch the FIFA Arab Cup 
2021. She had also been to 
the 2018 FIFA World Cup in 
Russia and now is very anx-
ious to watch the World Cup 
in Qatar.

“It was so emotional cel-
ebrating the National Day far 
away from the motherland 
and being among our small 
community in the amazing 
country of Qatar,” she said.

Meanwhile, the National 
Day event was followed by a 
traditional luncheon hosted 
by the embassy where a vari-
ety of Peruvian cuisines were 
served including Aji de Gal-
lina (spicy cuisine made from 
tacos, eggs, rice, beans and 
potatoes); Ceviche (cooked 
in lime juice) and Lomo Sal-
tado (a stir fry that combines 
marinated strips of sirloin 
with onion, French fries and 
tomatoes).

HE Dr. Jose A. Benzaquen Perea with his spouse

Ceviche

HE Dr Jose A. Benzaquen Perea and his spouse with community members and guests 

Aji de gallina

A traditional Peru product at display

Traditional instruments Lomo Saltado

Lorenna 
Mischelle

Peruvian community 
members in Qatar 
celebrate their country’s 
201st Independence 
Day with patriotic fervour

Ticket sales for England women’s US 
friendly top 65,000 in under 24 hours

TICKET sales for England’s 
planned Wembley clash 
against the United States 
in October have reached 

65,000 in less than 24 hours.
The Football Association 

announced at 2pm on Tuesday 
that the Lionesses would return 
to the scene of Sunday’s Euro 
2022 triumph to take on reign-
ing world champions the USA 
on October 7, subject to having 
secured World Cup qualifica-
tion in September.

And a message on the Lion-
esses’ official Twitter account 
on Wednesday morning said: 
“YOU GUYS ARE AMAZING. 
65,000 tickets have already 
been sold for our October in-
ternational against the United 
States!” The ticketing website 
briefly crashed on Tuesday 
amid the huge demand.

It comes after a crowd of 
87,192 - the biggest-ever at-
tendance for a Euros match, 
men’s or women’s - saw the Li-
onesses beat Germany 2-1 after 
extra time at the stadium at the 

weekend as they secured the 
first major trophy in their his-
tory.

Sarina Wiegman’s side will 
be back in action with World 
Cup qualifiers against Austria 

away on September 3 and then 
Luxembourg at Stoke’s bet365 
Stadium three days later - tick-
et sales for the latter fixture 
had reached 20,000 by midday 
on Tuesday.

England currently top 
their World Cup qualifying 
group with a maximum 24 
points from eight matches 
and would seal qualification 
for next year’s showpiece in 
Australia and New Zealand 
with a draw against second-
placed Austria.

The FA said that in the 
event of England having to play 
in the World Cup play-offs in 
October, anyone with a ticket 
for the US fixture would be en-
titled to a refund and given the 
opportunity to buy a ticket for 
the play-off, and that it and the 
United States’ federation would 
work to agree a new date for the 
fixture.

The sides have never met at 
Wembley before and last faced 
each other when England, then 
under Phil Neville, were defeat-
ed 2-0 in the SheBelieves Cup 
in 2020.

The previous summer the 
States beat England 2-1 in the 
semi-final of the World Cup in 
France. (PA Media/DPA)

Football fans cheer during a victory party in Trafalgar Square in central Lon-
don on Monday, a day after England beat Germany 2-1 to win the Women’s 
Euro 2022 football tournament. (AFP)
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FM DISCUSSES RELATIONS, GLOBAL ISSUES WITH TURKISH, CAMBODIAN AND GREEK COUNTERPARTS
DEPUTY Prime Minister and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs HE 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdul-
rahman Al Thani on Wednes-
day met with Minister of For-
eign Affairs of Turkey Mevlut 
Cavusoglu on the sidelines of 
the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN) For-
eign Ministers’ Meeting,  being 
held in the capital of Cambodia, 
Phnom Penh.

The Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister of Foreign Affairs 
also met with Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of For-
eign Affairs and International 
Cooperation of Cambodia Prak 
Sokhon.

Besides, the FM met with 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of 
Greece Nikos Dendias. 

During the meeting, they 
reviewed bilateral relations 
between Qatar and each of the 
three countries, especially in 
the economic and educational 
fields, and the developments 
in the Iranian nuclear talks, Af-
ghanistan and Myanmar, in ad-
dition to a number of regional 
and international issues of mu-
tual interest. (QNA/Phnom Penh)

UDST holds Clubs Festival 
to engage its students in
extracurricular activities

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

UNIVERSITY of Doha for Science 
and Technology (UDST) held its 
‘Clubs Festival’, an event that takes 
place at the beginning of each Fall and 
Winter semester to encourage stu-
dents’ involvement in extra-curricular 
activities. 

The Student Engagement Depart-
ment, a division of Student Affairs, 
coordinated the event along with stu-
dents from each club who are encour-
aged to decorate their booths and find 
engaging ways to attract new members 
to their clubs. 

The event adopted a “by students, 
for students” approach which provided 
students an opportunity to participate 
in student life activities as well as share 
ideas and create memorable activities 
and performances. Extracurricular ac-
tivities such as these provide opportu-
nities for students to expand their net-
works, communicate professionally as 
well as develop new skills and talents. 

Dr Salem Al Naemi, president of 
UDST, described the event as a bridge 
that creates more interaction between 
students and contributes to their per-
sonal and professional growth.

He said, “UDST adopts a student-
centred approach, therefore we aim to 

give a holistic experience to our stu-
dents that supports their development, 
builds their character and strengthens 
their creativity and innovation. The 
different clubs founded at the univer-
sity reflect as well students’ interest 
in being active outside the classroom 
while pursuing their academic life.”

Students at UDST can start their 
own club or join an existing one. The 
clubs’ list is extensive and reflects the 
great involvement of UDST’s manage-
ment in creating extra-curricular activ-
ities that answer the aspirations of the 
students and their interests.

The list includes Photography Club, 
Music Club, Volunteers Club, Art Club, 
Debate Club, Deen Club (Religion), 
Toastmasters Club, Four Paws Club 
(animal welfare), Theater Club, Envi-
ronment Club, Book Club, Best Bud-
dies Club. New clubs have also been 
created this semester and include Qa-
tar Student Association, the Filmmak-
ers Club, Fan Club and Cooking Club.

Other Student Affairs departments 
– Sport and Wellness and the Library 
– also participated, providing addi-
tional opportunities for students to be 
involved in.

HIA’s passenger traffic registers increase of over 164% in 2022 Q2

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

HAMAD International Air-
port (HIA) has recorded an 
increase in the movement of 
its passengers during the sec-
ond quarter of 2022, display-
ing the ongoing momentum 
of air traffic recovery. Voted 
the World’s Best Airport 2022 
for the second year in a row 
by SKYTRAX, HIA’s passen-
ger traffic numbers have been 
steady and growing strong 
over the past few months – 
showing a return to pre-COV-
ID levels. 

The average monthly pas-
senger throughput for Q2 
2022 indicates that travel 

between Qatar and the rest 
of the world has risen signifi-
cantly, showing an 18 percent 
increase in comparison to the 
first quarter of this year. The 
passenger transfer percent-
age also grew by 16 percent 
this quarter over last, and the 
number of outbound local pas-
sengers in Q2 was 47 percent 
higher than in Q1. The num-
ber of inbound passengers 
increased by 7 percent in com-
parison to Q1.

HIA served a total of 2.5 
million passengers in the 
month of April, 2.8 million 
passengers in May and 3.1 mil-
lion passengers in June, which 
is a total of 8.42 million pas-
sengers served in the second 

quarter of 2022. 
HIA’s COO Badr Al Meer 

said: “During the second quar-
ter of 2022, HIA recorded 
more than 100,000 daily pas-
sengers and over three million 
passengers in a single month, 

for the first time since the pan-
demic, which is a testament 
to HIA’s well-calculated plan-
ning and concerted efforts in 
rebuilding connectivity and 
mobility after an unprecedent-
ed global pandemic.”

With a busy summer 
season underway, Al-Meer 
stressed: “In light of the re-
strictions placed on travel over 
the past two years, we have 
recognised that passengers 
need to travel this summer 

and had anticipated the travel 
rush over this period. Using 
a combination of technology 
and effective stakeholder co-
ordination, we mitigated it in 
advance. Through real-time 
monitoring of passenger flow 
across the terminal and fore-
casting of passenger rushes, 
we are able to anticipate any 
traffic issues and mitigate 
them well in advance, working 
with our airport stakeholders 
such as airlines, government 
partners, contractors, etc.”  

Not only was Q2 2022 the 
busiest quarter for HIA since 
2020, but the award-winning 
airport also welcomed Malay-
sian Airlines in late May 2022 
with the launch of daily direct 
service from DOH to KUL on the 
A333. This milestone marked 
the airline’s commitment to 
enabling optimal connections 
to the Middle East, the United 
States, Europe, and Africa.

HIA also continues to ex-
pand its network of airline 
partners, with a strategic 
partnership with American 
Airlines established in early 
June 2022, which involved the 
launch of daily direct service 
to New York’s JFK Airport.

The FIFA World Cup Qa-
tar 2022 countdown has offi-
cially begun as HIA prepares 
to welcome thousands of fans 
from all over the world. Qa-
tar’s main airport will be able 
to host 58 million passengers 
after phase A of the airport’s 
expansion wraps up, while 
phase B of the expansion will 
begin in early 2023 and will 
further boost the airport’s ca-
pacity to over 60 million pas-
sengers. Working with FIFA’s 
organisational committee, the 
two-time SKYTRAX #1 air-
port is ready to welcome fans 
and visitors with a hassle-free 
travel experience.

High School students hone skills
at Tamuq STEAM summer camp

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

HIGH-SCHOOL students from 
across Qatar participated in a 
STEAM summer camp organised 
by Texas A&M University at Qatar 
(Tamuq), a Qatar Foundation (QF) 
partner university, recently. 

The goal of the STEAM summer 
camp was to provide high school 
students with the opportunity to 
engage in hands-on activities so 
they can enhance valuable skills in-
cluding critical thinking, problem 
solving, communication, collabora-
tion, creativity and innovation. 

Over the week-long pro-
gramme, students learned to in-
corporate arts practices, elements, 
and design into STEM fields. The 
students worked to improve public 
speaking skills and design proto-
types for solving pressing engineer-
ing problems, as well as used 3D 
printing techniques and explored 
several mathematical concepts.

Bissam Abdulghany, a student 
of QF’s Qatar Academy for Science 
and Technology who participated 
in the programme, said, “It was a 
valuable experience for me. The in-
sights provided by these incredible 
mentors definitely helped me see 
a different perspective. Building 
robots, and working on my pub-
lic speaking skills are my personal 
highlights from this experience.”

Sarah Soltan, a student from 

Qatar Academy Doha, said, “This 
programme helped me improve my 
social and communications skills, 
working alongside students from 
various different schools. One of 
the most surprising lessons from 
this experience is how there is an 
emphasis on mathematics, arts and 
influences of nature on engineer-
ing. I never thought of it like that 
before. I am glad I participated in 
this camp.”

The sessions were mentored by 
experts from Texas A&M Univer-
sity at Qatar and other Education 
City campuses. At the end of the 
programme, students were split 
into teams and had to showcase 
their projects.

Texas A&M University at Qa-
tar is dedicated to educating “the 
whole engineer” who can integrate 

all types of knowledge when en-
gineering solutions to real world 
problems.

Dr. Aymen Elsheikh, the direc-
tor of STEAM initiative at Texas 
A&M at Qatar, said, “It is amazing 
to see how students can come into 
their own and shine when given the 
right opportunities. 

“We focused on developing 
skills that will enable them to be-
come a better version of themselves 
– beyond academics. There were 
sessions on public speaking, creat-
ing graphics, and finding engineer-
ing solutions to everyday problems. 
The workshop witnessed students 
stepping out of their comfort zones, 
networking with other students 
and mentors, and putting their best 
foot forward during the STEAM 
showcase presentations.”

The world’s best airport has experienced 
a strong rebound with passenger transfers 
also increasing by 16 percent


